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Alumni Honored

Paul Phibbs and Steve Agee Selected For Awards
Dr. Paul V. Phibbs, Jr. and G. Steven
Agee were honored for outstanding career
achievements during the annual alumni
banquet held on Alumni Day in May.
Dr. Phibbs of Greenville, N.C., a
1964 Bridgewater graduate, was pre
sented the 1986 Distinguished Alumnus
Award. Mr. Agee of Salem, Va., who
graduated from B.C. in 1974, received
the Young Alumnus Award.
Paul, who is a son of Paul V. Phibbs,
Sr., '60, and Bertha Dickerson Phibbs,
'61, is Chairman of the Department of
Microbiology and Immunology at East
Carolina University School of Medi
cine. He also serves as Administrative
Director for the developing biotechnical
program at ECU.
Paul's brothers, Charles and Morris,
and sister, Betty Phibbs Keller, also are
Bridgewater graduates of the classes of
1970, 1973, and 1967, respectively.
Prior to accepting his position Janu
ary I at ECU, Paul was on the faculty of
the Medical College of Virginia of Vir
ginia Commonwealth University in Rich
mond, serving most recently as Professor
of Microbiology and Immunology and
Assistant Department Chairman. Paul
had been at MCV since 1970.
Paul graduated from Bridgewater with
a bachelor's degree in general science.
He holds a master of science degree in
medical microbiology from the Univer
sity of Georgia School of Veterinary
Medicine and a doctorate in microbio
logy, also from the University of Georgia.

Paul Phibbs gives thanks to his family and the
college community.
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Dr. Geiser/ congratulates Steve Agee on his Young Alumnus Award.

He also spent a year as a post-doctoral
research fellow at the University of
Minnesota in Minneapolis.
Paul has been a visiting professor of
microbiolgoy at the University of Ala
bama Medical Center in Birmingham
and at the College of Medicine of the
University of South Alabama in Mobile.
He also spent several months of the
1984-85 school year as Visiting Professor
of Genetics at Monash University in
Melbourne, Australia.
His research of the past 15 years,
which has been funded by the National
Science Foundation and by private
industry, has been in the area of Pseu
domonas, a bacteria known to cause
serious infections in people with injuries
or illnesses. His articles on the subject
have appeared in such publications as the
"Journal of Infectious Diseases," "Jour
nal of Bacteriology" and in "Archives of
Biochemistry and Biophysics."
Paul has served on the Editorial
Board of the "Journal of Bacteriology"
and he is a member of the American
Society of Microbiology, the Society of
the Sigma XI, the American Association
of University Professors, Phi Kappa Phi,
the Society for Experimental Biology
and Medicine, and the American Society
for Rickettsiology and Rickettsial
Diseases.

He is also a member of the Virginia
Academy of Sciences, which he served
as Vice President in 1975 and as Presi
dent in 1976.
In a recent letter to President Geisert,
Paul wrote, "The Distinguished Alumnus
Award that the College recently bestowed
on me was the most meaningful and
unexpected honor that I have received
during my career."
Paul also wrote, "I shall always be
deeply grateful for the educational
opportunity and cultural environment
that Bridgewater provided me. As I tried
to express at the award banquet, I place
the highest value on the broad liberal
arts training experience that I received
at Bridgewater. The instruction that I
received in the sciences certainly was.
more than adequate preparation for my
postgraduate work, but the exposure to
the fine arts, philosophy, religion, and
classical literature have contributed no
less to my academic career of teaching
and research."
In conclusion, Paul wrote, "Of course,
I am especially grateful that "Doc"
Harry Jopson and his wife were there to
make the award presentation."
Paul and his wife, Marilyn, have two
daughters, Heather and Elizabeth.
continued on page 3

Aluntni Enjoy Fun-Filled Day
Alumni Day activities began with a
brunch meeting of the Alumni Associa
tion Board, with Allen Schwender, '75,
President of the Association, hosting
the group.
Of major interest was the Board's
decision to initiate a special Alumni
Association Citation of Merit award to
be given for the first ti�e at the 1987
Alumni Banquet. An ad hoc committee
was appointed to establish suitable
selection criteria for the award.

Over 150 persons enjoyed reminiscing
with friends and classmates.
Twenty persons participated in a lively
and competitive round of golf during
the annual Alumni Golf Tournament
held at nearby Lakeview Golf Course.
Winners this year included Royal
Snavely, '59, and Mike Palmer, '85 (1st
place); Tim Grimes, '81, Michael Hunt,
'81, and David Doolittle (2nd place);
and Greg Henderson , '85, and Warren
Saunders, '83 (3rd place).

Allen Schwender serves as host o{ the Alumni
Banquet.

Alumni enjoy visiting during Alumni Day.

Four Directors-at-Large recently
elected to serve three-year terms begin
ning July I, 1986 were introduced at the
meeting. They were: Bruce Elliott, '76, a
certified public accountant in the Harri
sonburg firm of Elliott and Troyer; Don
Myers, '65, a regional manager of
Dominion Trust Company in Harrison
burg; Judy Miller Rees, '81, a mathe
matics teacher at Turner Ashby High
School in Dayton; and Mabel Wake
man Weiss, '65, a housewife and full
time mother from Staunton, Va. It was
also announced that Father Lawrence
M. Johnson, '75, of Baltimore, Md., will
fill an unexpired term on the Board.
During the morning, alumni and
friends honored Miss Ruth Howe, retired
Home Economics Department Chairman,
with a special reception held in Moomaw
Hall.
Afternoon activities included reunion
luncheons and picture taking for the
classes of 1906, 19 I I, 19 I6, 1921, 1926,
1931, 1936, 1941, 1946, 1951, and 1956.
2

Also during the day, alumni toured the
Reuel B. Pritchett Museum, browsed in
the campus bookstore, and enjoyed an
open swim in the pool in Nininger Hall.
In the afternoon, a reception was held by
the art department with the college's
senior art majors on hand to discuss their
exhibits in the senior art show that was in
the gallery throughout the weekend.
Alumni Day ended with the annual
banquet attended by over I80 Bridge
water graduates and friends. During the
banquet, President-Elect Mense! Dean
of Bridgewater was installed as Alumni
Association President for the coming
year. Mense!, a 1967 Bridgewater grad
uate, will take over leadership from out
going president, Allen F. Schwender of
Timonium, Md. Mense! is a certified
public accountant with the Harrison
burg firm of McGladrey, Hendrickson,
and Pullen. Doris Niswander Albaugh,
'55, of Union Bridge, Md.,, will serve as
President-Elect, and Robert Newlen,
'75, of Washington, D.C., will continue

as Secretary. Allen Schwender was
presented a plaque of appreciation for
his dedication, enthusiasm, and numer
ous trips from Baltimore over the past
year to attend the many meetings and
events on campus.
A s pecial treat for those attending the
banquet was the entertainment provided
by the alumnae quartet made up of
JoAnnis Humbert Eller, '55, Ina Mason
Shank, '48, Shirley Petcher Wilkerson,
'49, and Mary Alice Phillips Womble, '54.
They sang such favorites as "Kentucky
Babe," "Now Is the Month of Maying,"
"Some Folks," and "My Bonnie Lies
Over the Ocean."
In keeping with tradition, Dr. Nelson
T. Huffman, '25, Professor Emeritus,
closed the banquet by leading the sing
ing of "Bridgewater Fair."

Alumnae quartet entertains at the Alumni Banquet.

Bridgewater

Fifty-Year Club Banquet Kindles Memories
A large number of Fifty-Year Club
members shared "A Walk Down Memory
Lane" with banquet speaker C. E. May,
'24, following an excellent dinner and the
induction of the "freshman" class of 1936.
The Club met during Alumni Week
end in May for its fourth annual event.
Prof. May reminisced about
Bridgewater College beginning with the
presidency of Dr. Paul H. Bowman up
to and including the years of Dr. Wayne
F. Geisert. He touched both the hearts
and the memories of everyone through

John and Leona Eller congratulate C. E. May on his" Walk Down Memory Lane."

Samuel, '27, and Elizabeth, '29, Driver review the
Fifty-Year Club Booklet.

his vivid and intimate pictures of the life
and times of Bridgewater College as
only one like "Tiny" May could create.
Thirty members and spouses of the
Class of 1936 were on hand to stand
together to officially enter the ranks of
the Fifty-Year Club. Rufus B. King of
North Manchester, Ind., was convenor
for the class.
Dr. Clifford T. Riddel, '33, accompan
ied by Ruth Weybright Stauffer, '21,
charmed those in attendance by singing
several old favorites such as "On the Road
to Mandalay" and "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart" in his glorious bass voice.

Fifty-Year Club President Leona
Zigler Row Eller, '34, presided over the
banquet before transferring leadership
to President-elect J. Emmert Ikenberry,
'28. Emmert presented plaques to Leona
and to Club Secretary A. Olivia Cool,
'27, with many thanks for all of their
hard work on behalf of the Fifty-Year
Club. Olivia completed her two-year
term as secretary and will be succeeded
by Rebecca V. Myers, '30. Robert Sherfy,
'30, was elected as President-elect for the
upcoming year. Evelyn Blose Row, '32,
was also recognized for her continued
service as Club Archivist.

He then was selected into the New York
University Law School as a Wallace
Scholar in Taxation, and he earned a
Master of Law Degree in Taxation.
Steve was elected to Bridgewater's
Board of Trustees in November.
He is a member of the Virginia and
District of Columbia Bars, the Roanoke
Bar Association, the Salem-Roanoke
County Bar Association, and the Com
mittee on Taxation of the Virginia Bar
Association.
He is active in the life of his local com
munity as a member of the Salem Rotary
Club, the Shawsville Ruritan Club, and
Taylor Lodge #23 A.F. and A.M., and he
serves as a member of the Advisory Board
of the Bank of Shawsville. He also has

handled church legal work and has served
as a lay speaker in his church.
Steve is convenor of the Roanoke
Chapter of the College's Alumni Asso
ciation, and he has served as a Delegate
at-Large to the Alumni Association.
Steve's parents are Mr. and Mrs.
George C. Agee of Roanoke, and his
brother, Andy, graduated from Bridge
water in 1984. His wife, Nancy, is
Administrative Supervisor of Nurses at
Roanoke Memorial Hospital.
While Steve was at B.C., he was a
member of the Lambda Society and of
Alpha Chi. He was on the staff of The
Talon and was in the Student Senate, as
well as a member of Students Interested
in Relating to the Church.

Alumni Honored-continued from page I

Steve Agee, the recipient of the Young
Alumnus Award, is a partner in the Roa
noke law firm Osterhoudt, Ferguson,
Natt, Aheron & Agee, P.C. and is a
member of the Virginia House of Dele
gates. Steve won his bid for election in
1981, the first time he ran for a political
office, and he has been re-elected three
times to represent the 15th legislative dis
trict in the House. Steve is on the Com
mittees of Roads and Internal Naviga
tion, Conservation and Natural Resources,
and Nominations and Confirmations.
Upon graduating from Bridgewater
with a degree in philosophy and reli
gion, Steve entered the University of
Virginia Law School, from which he
graduated with a Juris Doctor Degree.
June, 1986
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Alumni Association Recognizes Students
The Bridgewater College Alumni
Association recognized three students
for outstanding scholarship and citizen
ship during the annual Awards Convo
cation the last week of classes.
Alumni Association scholarships were
awarded to Melita Ann Ball o.f Harri
sonburg and Tina Marie Stalnaker of
Natural Bridge. Jerry Anne Thompson
of Fairfax received the association's
Citizenship Award.
Melita Ball, a junior philosophy and
religion major, received the $800 scho
larship given each year to a rising senior.
She was the recipient of the rising junior
scholarship a year ago. A graduate of
William Fleming High School in Roa
noke, Va., she is a daughter of Walter
Ball, Sr., of Roanoke and Mary Padgett
of Salem, Va.
Melita is a member of Bridgewater's
lacrosse team, Student Committee for
Religious Activities (SCRA), and the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes. She
also is a member of the Lambda Society
and of Alpha Chi, the College's two
honor societies, and of the College's
Stage Band and Concert Band. She has
worked on campus for the Student
Development Office, as an assistant in
the English and philosophy and religion
departments, and at the campus
switchboard.
Tina Stalnaker, a sophomore busi
ness administration major, received the
$650 scholarship presented annually to
a rising junior. She is a graduate of Nat
ural Bridge High School and is a daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Stalnaker.
Tina also is a member of the Eagles'
lacrosse team, and she is a student direc
tor at the Kline Campus Center.
Both scholarships are awarded on the
basis of academic achievement, finan
cial need, good citizenship, and general
merit.
Jerry Anne Thompson is a recent
cum laude graduate who majored in
both art and business administration.
She is a graduate of Robinson Secon
dary School and is a daughter of Max
ine C. Thompson.
At Bridgewater, Jerry Anne was a
member of Chorale, Concert Choir,
Oratorio Choir, Phi Beta Lambda busi
ness club, and Brethren Student Fellow
ship. She served as vice president of the
Pinion Players and is a member of
4

Rick Claybrook. '74, presented Alumni A wards to Melita Ball, Tina Stalnaker, and Jerry Anne Thompson.

Alpha Psi Omega, a national honorary
theatre fraternity. Jerry Anne has per
formed in numerous plays at Bridgewater
and was selected in the fall to Who's
Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges. She also was
elected this spring by the student body
to the May Day Court.
Jerry Anne has been a member of the
Interdistrict Cabinet of the Church of

the Brethren and of the Ski and Outing
Club, and she has served as an assistant
in the art department.
Each year the Citizenship Award is
given by the Alumni Association to a
graduating senior who exemplifies
responsibility, dependability, strong
leadership qualities, and contributions
to class, extra-curricular activities and
the entire college community.

1986 Honors Convocation Award Recipients
Outstanding Senior Accounting Student ......................... Greg Dorsey
Senior Art Purchase Awards .................................. Ardis Cullers
Kathy Peach
Jerry Anne Thompson
Outstanding Freshman Chemistry Student ................... John DelGiudice
Outstanding Senior Chemistry Student ......................... Kevin Moore
Outstanding Beginning German Student ..................... Carmela Phillips
Outstanding Intermediate German Student ....................... Teresa Glick
Outstanding Beginning Spanish Students ......................... Anita Bush
Terri Lednum
Outstanding Intermediate Spanish Student .....................Susan Norman
Outstanding Beginning French Student ......................... Ann Cheshire
Outstanding Intermediate French Students ................. Rebecca Hutchison
Kim May Mellick
Melissa Torbert
1986 Raymond N. Andes Award for Excellence in French ........... Gina Popp
1986 Raymond N. Andes Award for Excellence in Spanish ..... Sandy Walbridge
Outstanding Senior Concert Choir Member ...................... Jeff Parsons
Outstanding Senior Chorale Member.......................... Lisa Moorman
Outstanding Senior Concert Band Member ...................... Keith Harris
Outstanding Senior Stage Band Member ..................... Keith Hollenberg
Pinion Player of the Year Award ................................ Janet Funk
Best Actress of the Year Award ............................... Elizabeth May
Best Actor of the Year Award .................................. Jeff Parsons
Best Supporting Actress of the Year Award ...................... Carol Hipps
Best Supporting Actor of the Year Award ........................ Will Bryant
Bridgewater

Degrees Awarded In Early May
Bachelors degrees were awarded to
160 Bridgewater seniors, and two area
college presidents received honorary
degrees at the College's 160th annual
commencement exercises held Sunday,
May 11.
Of the 160 seniors participating in the
graduation ceremonies, 16 are candi
dates for graduation in July. Fifty-nine
of the students were in the Bachelor of
Arts program, and 10 l were in the
Bachelor of Science curriculum.
Thirty-two of the seniors received
honors, including Sandra Lee Walbridge
of Easton, Md., who completed her studies
at Bridgewater with a 4.0 grade-point
average. Two additional students gradu
ated summa cum laude, Connie Ann
Glembot and Gina Lynnelle Popp. Lorisa
Ann Hyatt will graduate summa cum
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Above: Dr. Cooper ad;usts the
hood of Dr. Ronald E Carrier,
Commencement speaker.
Left: Dr. Mengebier congratulates
Dr. Richard C. Detweiler on his
Honorary Degree.
Below: Sandy Walbridge receives
an ovation/or her 4.0 grade-point
average.
Right: Kathy Gower gives the
thumbs-up at graduation.

laude in July. Students must have a grade
point average of 3.8 or better and success
fully complete an honors project and writ
ten and oral comprehensive examinations
to graduate summa cum laude.
Six students graduated magna cum
laude with a 3.5 or better grade-point
average, the successful completion of an
honors project, and written and oral
examinations. These students are James
Hunter Baker, Jr., Anne Dana Hobson,
Diane Louise Krahe, Edythe Lynn Lewis,
Cynthia Gail Mason, and Eugene
Franklin Pence, Jr.
Ronald E. Carrier and Richard C.
Detweiler were awarded honorary
degrees during the commencement.
Dr. Carrier, who recently took a
year's leave of absence from the presid
ency of James Madison University, is
June, 1986

President of the Center for Innovative
Technology in Virginia. Carrier deli-

vered the commencement address titled
"Preparing for the 21st Century" and
was awarded an honorary Doctor of
Public Administration Degree.
Dr. Detweiler, President of
Eastern Mennonite College, delivered
the message, "The Call to Life-Giving,"
at the baccalaureate service Sunday
morning in the Bridgewater Church of
the Brethren. He was awarded an honor
ary Doctor of Divinity degree.
Also participating in the commence
ment exercises were the College's Concert
Choir and Concert Band. The Reverend
Bobby L. Phillips of Eden, N.C., father of
graduating senior Melinda Phillips, deli
vered the commencement invocation, and
the Reverend Frank Funk of Coquitlam,
British Columbia, father of graduate Janet
Funk, gave the benediction.

5

Founders Day

Santuel Spencer and Herntan Horn

Dr. Samuel R. Spencer, Jr., Presi
dent of the Virginia Foundation for
Independent Colleges, spoke twice on
Founders Day and was awarded an
honorary Doctor of Humane Letters
degree at the annual Founders Day
convocation.
At the convocation, Dr. Spencer
addressed the audience that included the
Class of 1986 in its first academic pro
cession, faculty, administration, and vis
iting dignitaries. The topic of Dr.
Spencer's address was "It's A Small
World-Or Is It?"
That evening, at the Founders Day
Dinner, Dr. Spencer again gave the
address, this time titled "What Differ
ence Does It Make?" He told the more
than 600 people in attendance that there
are differences in higher education and
that those differences are important.
"If our interest in the quality of our
educational system is intelligent and
perceptive as well as genuine, we will
recognize the differences among our col
leges and universities and see that each of
the various types continues to flourish
and to make its distinctive contribution
to the warp and woof of the entire fabric,"
Dr. Spencer said. He cited three differences
between schools such as Bridgewater and
public universities-the type of educa
tion offered, the scale of operations, and
institutional autonomy.
"Unlike a university, Bridgewater spe
cializes in undergraduate education," Dr.
Spencer said. "The undergraduate at a
college like Bridgewater is in the central
focus and raison d'etre of the entire edu
cational program, academic and non
academic, for both are important in a
place like this," he continued.
Dr. Spencer stated that at a school
the size of Bridgewater, "That emphasis
on the personal, that network of human
relationships often identified by small
college graduates today as the most
important element in the total college
experience, is a distinctive result of
manageable scale."
In addressing his third point, Dr.
Spencer told his audience that "we need
to rally 'round colleges like this because
they represent something absolutely vital
to the health and welfare of the American
6

educational system: independence."
"Through your interest in Bridge
water," he told the group, "you are help
ing to resist their homogenization by
underwriting the future of a highly im
portant element in that diversity: an
independent college of manageable and
personal scale devoted to the specialty
of high quality liberal arts education for
undergraduates."
Dr. Spencer is President Emeritus of
Davidson College in Davidson, N. C.,
and has been involved with independent
colleges for nearly 50 years. As a student
in the 1930's, he graduated summa cum
laude in English from Davidson Col
lege. He worked for Vick Chemical
Company in New York City before
entering the United States Army, where
he remained until being discharged in
1945 with the rank of major.
Dr. Spencer then entered Harvard
University where he earned both a mas
ter's and a doctoral degree in history
while being honored with Austin, Kent,
and Rosenwald Fellowships. He also
spent a year during this time as a
research assistant to Grenville Clark in
Dublin, N. H.
In 1951, Dr. Spencer returned to
Davidson College where he served as
Assistant to the President, Dean of Stu
dents, and on the history faculty. While
there, he wrote two books, Decision for
War, 1917 and Booker T. Washington
and the Negro's Place in American Life.
From 1957 to 1968, Dr. Spencer was
President of Mary Baldwin College,
spending one year as a Fulbright Lec
turer at the University of Munich. From
1968 to 1983, he was President of
Davidson College and became active in
numerous regional and national educa
tional organizations.
Since 1983, Dr. Spencer has served as
President of the Virginia Foundation
for Independent Colleges, the major
fund-raising body for 14 of Virginia's
independent colleges. In total contribu
tions last year alone, the Virginia Foun
dation raised $2.7 million to help sup
port these private Virginia institutions
of higher learning.
Founders Day is observed each year
near the birthday of the College's

Dr. Spencer delivers Founders Day addresses.

founder, D. C. Flory. The Founders
Day Dinner is held each year in recogni
tion of members of the College's Giving
Clubs who have given financial support
of $100 or more to the College during
the fiscal year.

Aluntni Cited
Two Bridgewater alumni were cited
during the Founders Day Dinner for
outstanding achievement in their respec
tive fields.
Lawrence H. Hoover, Sr., '27, has
been the senior law partner in the Harri
sonburg law firm of Hoover, Hoover,
Penrod & Davenport for 52 years.
R. Lowell Wine, '41, Professor Emeri
tus of Statistics at Hollins College, is
well known as a scholar, teacher, and
author, both of statistics-related sub
jects and of his many and varied travels
throughout the United States, Mexico,
and Nepal.
In addition to practicing law in Har
risonburg since 1934, Mr. Hoover has
served eight years as the Common
wealth's attorney for the City of Harri
sonburg and Rockingham County, 20
years as Harrisonburg's City Attorney,
and 14 years in the Virginia House of
Delegates. While a delegate, he was
Bridgewater

Awarded Honorary Degrees
Herman Horn began and ended his
collegiate career at Bridgewater College
� just the way he had hoped. On
Founders Day, his alma mater awarded
him an honorary degree, Doctor of
Humane Letters.
As a young man, Herman Horn at
tended Bridgewater Academy and then
graduated in 1924 with a Bachelor of Arts
degree in English from Bridgewater
College.
During his first year following gra
duation, Dr. Horn taught and coached
at Craigsville High School in his native
Augusta County. From 1925-1930, he
was principal of Troutville High School
in Boutetourt County, and from 19301940, he was principal of William Byrd
High School in Roanoke County. While
living in Roanoke, he completed his
master's degree in political science at
Duke University.
From 1940-1942, Dr. Horn was Di
rector of Instruction for Roanoke County
Schools before doing military welfare
work for the American Red Cross dur
ing World War II. When the war ended,

Dr. Geiser/ reads the Honorary Degree given to
Dr. Horn.

he spent a year each as principal of Mar
ion High School in Smythe County and
as associate professor of Hollins Col
lege. For the next seven years, Dr. Horn
was an associate professor at Virginia
Tech, during which time he completed
his doctorate in political science and his
tory at Duke.
Dr. Horn is widely known for his
public school work during the IO years

between I 955-1965 when he was super
intendent of Roanoke County Schools.
During this time he supervised the growth
of the capacity of the school system to
adapt to a tremendous rise in the number
of school-aged children. In this single
decade, the school population in Roa
noke County increased from 10,000 to
17,000 children.
In 1965, Dr. Horn resigned his position
as superintendent of schools to return to
the classroom, this time as a professor of
history and political science at Culver
Stockton College in Missouri. Two years
later, Dr. Geisert convinced him to return
to Bridgewater where he chaired the
Department of History and Political
Science until his retirement in 1971 at
age 69.
Dr. Horn is a charter member of the
Vinton Lions Club and served as District
Governor of Lions International. He was
president of Bridgewater's Alumni Asso
ciation in the early I950's.
He is listed in Who's Who in American
Education, and is a member of Alpha
Kappa Psi and Phi Beta Kappa.

For Outstanding Achieve01ent
appointed by the governor to serve on
the Education Commission in 1959, and
by the Speaker of the House to serve on
the Civil War Commission in 1960. In
1961, he was appointed by the governor
to the position of chairman of the Redis
tricting Commission, and he was widely
heralded and acclaimed in the mid
I 960's for authoring the solution to Vir
ginia's redistricting problem.
In addition to his other offices, Mr.
Hoover served from I 960 to 1986 as
Commissioner in Chancery of the local
Circuit Court, and from 1960 to 1985 as
its Assistant Commissioner of Accounts.
He currently serves as Commissioner of
Accounts.
Mr. Hoover has served as president
of the Harrisonburg Kiwanis Club and
has had leading roles on local, state, and
national levels of the Benevolent and
Protective Order of Elks. He has chaired
numerous fund-raising campaigns for
June, 1986

such organizations as the Red Cross and
the March of Dimes, and for many years
was a Sunday School teacher at the
Harrisonburg Church of the Brethren.
In addition to his bachelor's from
Bridgewater, he holds the LL. B degree
from the University of Virginia.
Mr. Hoover is married to the former
Ola May, '28, and the couple has two
children, four grandchildren, and one
great-grandchild.
Dr. R. Lowell Wine has been involved
with Bridgewater College for nearly 50
years, first as a student, graduating in
1941 with a Bachelor of Arts degree in
chemistry, and then as a member of the
Board of Trustees from 1968 until the
present. Last November, he was elected
a Life Trustee.
While earning a master's degree in
mathematics from the University of
Virginia, Dr. Wine began his teaching

Margaret Flory Rainbolt, '37, shares the moment
with Lawrence Hoover.

career at Virginia and then taught at
Amherst College, the University of
Oklahoma, Washington & Lee Univer
sity, and Virginia Tech. He earned a
Ph.D. in statistics from Virginia Tech
continued on page 9
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F acuity And Staff Retire
With a combined total of 116 years of
service at Bridgewater College, five
faculty members and one member of the
Bridgewater staff retired at the close of
the 1985-86 academic year.
Mr. William E. Barnett, Associate
Professor of Sociology and Chairman
of the Department since 1955, retired
after serving at Bridgewater College for
31 years. Professor Barnett came to
Bridgewater after completing advanced
graduate studies at North Carolina State
University where his major emphasis
was in rural sociology. Prior to these
studies, he had received a Bachelor of
Arts degree from the University of
Richmond and a Master's degree in
sociology from the University of Virginia.
"A well-liked and able teacher, Pro
fessor Barnett endeared himself to many
student generations," said President
Wayne F. Geisert. "His willingness to
make a lively investment of his talents in
co-curricular activities beyond the class
room meant a great deal to all of us at
Bridgewater College."
Professor Barnett plans to continue
living in Bridgewater where he will pursue
his hobby of horseback riding and begin
a study of finance and investments. He
will continue to be active on campus by
working with the riding club and Pro
gram Council.
Mr. Robert L. Hueston, Carman G.
Blough Associate Professor of Account
ing, retired after 33 years of service.
Before coming to Bridgewater in 1953, he
had earned a Bachelor of Arts degree
from Bethany College in Bethany, W. Va.
and a Master's in business administration
from the University of Wisconsin.
When asked about Professor Hueston's
contribution to Bridgewater College,
President Geisert said, "The esteem in

Prof: Hueston
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provocative pursuit of knowledge made
his contribuitons valuable to our stu
dents and thus to our whole campus."
Dr. Keihn will continue to reside in
Harrisonburg where he will enjoy his
retirement by painting and working in
his orchard and garden.

Prof: Barnett

which Bob Hueston is held is illustrated
by the fact that both our current students
and our alumni are moving ahead vigor
ously in establishing the Hueston Endow
ed Scholarship Fund. Professor Hueston
was known as a demanding professor,
and his students came to understand
why he was demanding. They know that
they became true professionls because
he is thoroughly professional in his
teaching activities. Both Bridgewater
College and the whole accounting field
owe Bob Hueston a real debt of grati
tude," the president continued.
Immediately following his retirement,
Professor Hueston is traveling through
out the United States and Canada; upon
returning, he plans to continue working,
on a part-time basis, for an accounting
firm in Harrisonburg.
Dr. Frederick G. Keihn, Professor of
Chemistry and Chairman of the Depart
ment, retired at the end of the academic
year. Dr. Keihn has taught at Bridge
water College for 19 years and served as
Chairman of the Chemistry Department
this past academic year. He holds a
Bachelor of Science degree from
Randolph-Macon College, a Master's
of Science from Lehigh University in
Bethlehem, Pa., and a Ph.D. from Syra
cuse University. He came to Bridgewater
College in 1967 after having worked as a
research scientist with the General
Electric Company in Syracuse and after
having taught at Presbyterian College in
Clinton, S.C., for two years.
"He is an able teacher who insists on
good performance on the parts of his
students," said President Geisert. "His

Dr. Keihn

Dr. Martha B. Thornton, Professor
of Religion since 1968, retired after 18
years of teaching at Bridgewater College.
She also served as Assistant Dean of
Students from 1968 to 1971, as Asso
ciate Dean of Students from 1972 to
1975, as Associate in Counseling from
1976 to 1978, and as Coordinator of
Career Planning and Placement since
1979. She holds a Bachelor of Science
degree from Defiance College, and a
Master's degree and Doctorate in Reli
gious Equcation from Hartford Seminary
Foundation. Prior to coming to
Bridgewater College, she served as
counselor and teacher in the Tri-School
Program of Saint Margaret's School,
Westover School, and Taft School in
Waterbury, Conn.
President Geisert commented on Dr.
Thornton's retirement by saying,
"Bridgewater College will miss Dr.
Martha Thornton. She is a very able and
versatile lady. Throughout her years at
Bridgewater she carried dual roles. Her
first assignment with us involved her in
teaching religion and serving as Assist
ant Dean of Students. In recent years,
she continued her teaching activities but
moved over to special responsibilities as
Director of Career Planning. Shortly,
she became recognized as a true profes
sional in this field just as she had been
recognized as a fine professional in stu
dent personnel work and in her teaching."
Dr. Thornton has moved back to her
Bridgewater

With 116 Years Of Service

Dr. Thorn/on

native state of Pennsylvania where she
may do some part-time teaching and
possibly write a textbook in religion.
Mrs. Janet W. Stevens, Assistant
Prefessor of Home Economics, retired
in May after having been a part of the
Home Economics Department at
Bridgewater College for seven years.
Mrs. Stevens holds a Bachelor of Science
degree from the University of Maryland
and a Master's degree in education from
James Madison University.
"Mrs. Stevens came to Bridgewater
seven years ago following a successful
career in public education. She devoted
herself thoroughly to her new tasks in
higher education and shortly earned the
respect of both her students and her
peers," President Geisert said. "She is
known to all of us as a capable, gracious,
and cooperative person."
7
and, in 1957, became Professor of Sta
tistics at Hollins College, a position he
held until his recent retirement.
Dr. Wine is the author of two text
books, Statistics for Scientists and
Engineers and Beginning Statistics, as
well as numerous journal articles in his
field.
He has taught summer sessions at a
number of universities and has served as
a consultant to both government and
industry.
Dr. Wine is a Fellow of the American
Association for the Advancement of
Science and is a past chairman of the
Virginia District of the American Statis
tical Association. He is a former chair
man of the statistics section of the Virgi
nia Academy of Science.
He is, or has been listed, in Who's
Who in the South and Southwest, Dic
tionary of International Biography,

Mrs. Stevens plans to divide her time
between her home in Bridgewater and
her cottage at Bethany Beach, Del.,
where she will spend time boating with
her husband, Dick.
Mr. Jacob H. Tutwiler, Maintenance
Staff Person, is retiring from full-time
service this summer after serving at
Bridgewater College for eight years.
"Jake Tutwiler is a craftsman," said
President Geisert. "His work as head
carpenter was top-notch in terms of his
products. His gentle and friendly spirit

Mrs. Srevens

combined with his characteristic of being
self�energizing made him a valuable and
well-liked member of the Bridgewater
staff." Mr. Tutwiler plans to continue
living at his home in Rockingham County
and will do some work at Bridgewater
on a part-time basis.

Mr. Turwiler

These retirements were formally
announced at the College's annual
Faculty and Staff Recognition Dinner
in May. Also at the dinner, the College
awarded service pins to five faculty
members and two administrators for
their extended service to Bridgewater
College.
Of the seven recognized, Mrs. Janet
S. Stepp, Secretary to the Dean, received
a 30-year pin, while 25-year pins were
awarded to: Miss Laura S. Mapp, Asso
ciate Professor of Physical Education;
Dr. W. Robert McFadden, Professor of
Religion; Dr. Dean R. Neher, Professor
of Computer Science and Physics; and
Dr. Dale V. Ulrich, Provost. Mr. Melvin
D. Wampler, Business Manager and
Treasurer, received a 20-year pin, and
Mr. Lamar B. Neal, Associate Professor
of Political Science and History, received
a 15-year pin.

Dr. R. Lowell Wine-cominuedfrom page
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Dr. Wine and Dr. R. Douglas Nininger, '28, enioy a laugh following rhe Founders Day Dinner.

American Men and Women of Science,
Community Leaders of America, and
Personalities of the South.
Dr. Wine was a Sunday School teacher
for more than 25 years and has been
active since 1957 in the Virlina District

of the Church of the Brethren.
Dr. Wine has been married since 1942
to the former Ruth Ellen Crumpacker,
also a member of Bridgewater's Class of
1941, and the couple has three children
and seven grandchildren.
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lntpact/91 Nears 75% Of Goal
Contributions and commitments
from 4,975 donors to Bridgewater's
Impact/9 I-A Projection In Excellence
campaign have brought the total through
May 31 to $13,309,309, nearly 75% of
the goal of raising $18,000,000 by June
30, 1991.
Alumni gifts and pledges fontinue to
lead the giving with 3,107 alumni having
made commitments of $3,284,091. To
date, 687 friends have pledged or given

$861,201, and 562 parents have made
commitments of $384,899.
Gifts from 321 businesses and foun
dations have totalled $1,758,453 through
the end of May, and church contribu
tions and commitments have reached
$358,535 from 269 congregations.
A total of $6,652, I3 I has gone toward
Impact/91 in estates received and
committed.
These figures are cumulative totals in

Phonathon Nets $51,000

Don Glick. '49 and M. Gu_\' West, '26, enjoy chatting with alumni during Phonathon '86.

Fifty-nine Bridgewater College stu
dents, alumni, faculty, and staff made
3,753 calls to raise $51,399 during
Phonathon '86 in April.
"This figure is the largest amount
ever raised in a B.C. Phonathon and
represents commitments from a total of
I 061 donors-an increase of 271 donors
and $7,749 over 1985 figures," stated J.
Robert Strickler, Assistant Director of
Development for Annual Giving and
Alumni Relations. "Phonathon '86 could
not have been as successful without the
combined efforts of dedicated volun
teers and the generosity of alumni, par
ents, and friends of the College."
The Reverend M. Guy West, '26,
received this year's "Grand Phonie" award
at the recent Alumni Banquet. Ron Cox,
Chairman of the Alumni Gifts commit10

tee, in his presentation of the award
noted: "Guy West is truly a remarkable
individual and a tireless supporter for
Bridgewater. During the April 6-17 Pho
nathon campaign, Guy made a total of
134 calls, raising $8,460 from I 04 donors."
Several alumni traveled distances to
help out this year. Robert I. Campbell,
'40, came from Washington, D.C.; Jewel
Miller Myers, '60, from McLean, Va.;
Jonathan D. Lyle, '79, from Richmond,
Va.; and Stephen 0. Mason, '74, came all
the way from Chicago, Ill., to make calls.
"Such dedicated involvement as shown
in the Phonathon and in other areas of
college life by our students, alumni,
faculty, and staff keeps Bridgewater one
of the best, small, private liberal arts
colleges in our nation," observed Cox.

the fund-raising campaign that is almost
four years old.
Of the more than $13,000,000 raised,
$5,201,441 has come to the College in
gifts of cash, with $3,765,471 in stock,
real estate, property, and other gifts in
kind. Outstanding pledges total
$ I,944,082, and $2,398,3 I6 is in the
form of estate commitments and estates
in probate.

Business Campaign
Exceeds Goal
Over $118,000 has been contributed
or pledged in the 1985-86 Bridgewater
College Area Business Campaign.
This figure exceeds the goal of
$103,000 and represents commitments
of financial support from 149 donors,
making this year's campaign the most
successful in Bridgewater's history.
"We are especially pleased to announce
the addition of 36 new donors, a total
donor increase of over 35%, which greatly
exceeds our donor goal this year of a 20%
increase," stated James B. Richardson,
Jr., President of Dominion Bank of She
nandoah Valley and Chairman of this
year's campaign.
"Truly, these figures attest to the strong
base of support in the local community
for Bridgewater College and to the com
mitment of time and energy from the 70+
local volunteers who made calls on behalf
of the College," Richardson added.
"I am tremendously pleased with the
results of this year's Business Campaign,"
stated President Wayne F. Geisert. "We
at Bridgewater College hold dear our
working partnership with the local com
munity business leaders-a relationship
which enables us to offer students a qual
ity education. Jim Richardson and his
team of dedicated volunteers are to be
commended for a job well done."
Funds from this year's campaign will
be used for such capital projects as
repairs and improvements of flood
damaged Jopson Field and the replace
ment of the basketball playing floor and
upgrading of the lighting in Nininger Hall.
Bridgewater

Wilmer Kline
Pledges Farm
To College
In 1970, Wilmer M. Kline, '23, an
honorary trustee of Bridgewater Col
lege, pledged a portion of a valuable
Manassas farm to the College and
encouraged other members of his family
to pledge support to Bridgewater's 90th
Anniversary Fund.
The generous support of the many
Klines is evidenced at Bridgewater by
the Kline Campus Center, a building
that serves as the hub of activity through
out the year.
Since the time of his original pledge,
his property has greatly appreciated in
value. Recently Mr. Kline used the
pledged portion of the farm to set up a
trust with the College. The trust pro
vides that Mr. Kline will receive an
income from Bridgewater College for
the remainder of his life.
Since the principal of the trust derived
from the sale of the property is much
greater than the estimated value of the
original pledge, a significant part of the
gift has qualified to be applied toward
Bridgewater's current fund-raising
campaign, Impact/ 91-A Projection in
Excellence.
"Mr. Kline is a gentle and loving
spirit. He exemplifies what many of us
would like to be: intelligent, genuous,
thoughtful, courteous, and truly Chris
tian," President Geisert said.
Mr. Kline married the late Nora Harley,
'23, in 1923, and the couple had four child
ren, each of whom attended Bridgewater.
Both Wilma Kline Robertson, '47,
and her husband, Jesse Robertson, '45,
graduated from Bridgewater, as did two
of their children, Bonnie Robertson
Edwards, '73, and Kris, '83.
E. Harley Kline, '49, currently a
member of Bridgewater's Board of
Trustees, attended the College, and each
of his three daughters, Kathy, '79,
Christa, '81, and Ruth, '82, graduated
from Bridgewater.
Leon Kline, '51, and his oldest son,
D. Earl Kline, '81, both attended
Bridgewater, and his youngest son,
Eddie, '85, is the most recent Bridgewater
graduate of Mr. Kline's grandchildren.
Sylvia Kline Bowman and her hus
band, James Owen Bowman, both grad
uated in 1957, and their children Carol
June, 1986

From the Director of Planned Giving
Gift Annuities Continue
At High Rates
by William R. Swecker
At the 19th triennial Conference of the Committee on Gift Annuities held in
April in New Orleans, the membership voted to retain, in total, the current
recommended annuity rates on charitable gifts. These rates, when they were
approved in 1983, at the 18th Conference represented the largest overall
increase in annuity rates in the 56-year history of that organization.
The astute donor who is also interested in Bridgewater College, as well as in a
lifetime income, will find that current gift annuity rates are very competitive in
today's market place and represent a more than adequate return on investment.
With Money Market rates plummeting well below the 8% level, the typical
charitable gift annuity with Bridgewater College will still return from 7% to 14%.
These figures become particularly significant when one considers that a sub
stantial portion of the annual annuity payment is excluded from taxation. The
annuity investment does represent an excellent return on monies invested and in
many instances a greater return than is currently available on savings or securities.
In addition, there is a substantial and immediate income tax deduction
which is often 30% to 60% of the value of the gift. Should the amount of the
deduction exceed 50% of the donor's adjusted gross income, the excess can be
spread over the succeeding five years. Also, the annuity income is favorably
taxed, usually with about 50% of the annual annuity payments being tax free.
The gift annuity is the most uncomplicated of all life income plans. Instead of
requiring a lengthy trust document, the gift annuity with Bridgewater College is
a straight forward, one-page agreement between the donor and the institution.
The principal sum involved in the gift annuity agreement is placed by the
College, in an entirely separate, segregated fund which is backed by the total
assets of the institution.
By its very nature, the charitable gift annuity can be tailored to meet a variety
of personal and financial objectives such as a guaranteed, stable income for life
or for the life of a second person designated by the donor. The annual payment
remains constant throughout the donor's life and does not fluctuate with a
changing economy.
If appreciated property is used to fund a gift annuity, capital gains taxes are
minimized and remaining capital gains owed can be spread over the annuitant's
remaining life expectancy.
We urge you to give careful consideration to this excellent and far-reaching
gift opportunity. After making your own decision to assist Bridgewater Col
lege, the charitable gift annuity becomes a very worthwhile investment.
We at Bridgewater are most hopeful that we will have the opportunity to
discuss the charitable gift annuity or other estate-related gift options with each
of our supporters. If we can be of help or supply you or your advisors with
additional information, please contact the Planned Giving Office at the Col
lege, (703) 828-250 I, ext. 603.

and Dale graduated in 198 I and 1984,
respectively. Their younger daughter,
Lavonne, is a rising junior at Bridgewater.
In 1976, Mr. Kline married Prema
Bittinger Lipscomb Kline, '30.
In addition to being in the dairy busi-

ness for more than 65 years, Mr. Kline
has been an active member of the
Manassas Church of the Brethren. At
one time he served as Chairman of the
Board of Trustees there.
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Family Establishes John B. Wampler
Endowed Scholarship Fund
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A scholarship fund m memory of
John B. Wampler, an alumnus and

former trustee of Bridgewater College,
has recently been established at the
College.
Mr. Wampler's daughters, Joy
Wampler Gorden, '53, of Stow, Ohio,
and Beverly Wampler Lineweaver, '57,
of Blacksburg, along with his widow,
Margaret Flory Wampler Rainbolt, '37,
have established The John B. Wampler
Endowed Scholarship Fund "to assist
deserving young people in receiving a
higher education which blends Chris
tian idealism and academic excellence."
Earnings from the endowed fund will be
used to provide scholarships to students
who have achieved satisfactory academic
records, demonstrated financial need, and
maintained good campus citizenship.
Mr. Wampler attended Bridgewater
Academy in the early 1920's, graduating
in 1923 with his high school diploma. A

May Day '86

Queen Lisa Moorman, Princess Carofrn Wingrove, King Scott Stinnett, and Prince Duane Dinkel
were honored during the Mar Dar Coronation.
Other members of the court included: seniors Angie Foster, Gail Heslep, Jerry Anne Thompson,
Keith Harris, Tyler Hudgins, and Jeff Parsons;juniors Shawn Overstreet, Teresa Sarver, Tommie
Robinson, and Barry Sprigg; sophomores Lavonne Bowman, Stacie Rush, Jeff Guest, and Chad
Seals; freshmen Renee Moomau, Suzanne Overton, Rodney Hawkins, and Matt Smith.
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farmer and merchant, he was the owner
of J. D. Wampler & Sons grocery from
1923 to 1929, when he joined Wampler
Feed & Seed Company, Inc. as a partner
and secretary-treasurer. This company
later formed Wampler Foods, Inc. of
Harrisonburg, and Mr. Wampler con
tinued in the position of treasurer of the
company until his death in 1981.
Mr. Wampler served on Bridgewater's
Board of Trustees from 1958 to 1969. He
was a member of the State YMCA
Committee for 27 years and of the First
Church of the Brethren in Harrisonburg
which he served in many capacities,
including service on the board of deacons.
Mr. Wampler married twice. In 1928,
he married the former Winifred Burtner,
who died in 1959. In 1965, he married
the former Margaret Flory, currently of
Mt. Joy, Pa.

Directory
Preparation
Continues
Beginning in mid-July, the Harris
Publishing Company will conduct tele
phone follow-ups to verify the informa
tion to be printed in our Alumni Direc
tory tentatively slated for release in
December or January. At the same time,
these representatives will be inviting you
to order personal copies of the volume.
These telephone calls are follow-ups to
the two questionnaires that were sent to
all alumni with verified addresses. If you
did not receive your questionnaire, please
contact the Alumni Office at Bridgewater
immediately. We want you included.
The cost of the directory is paid
through directory sales with the entire
project undertaken at virtually no cost
to the College. Bridgewater benefits by
having completely updated alumni
records, and you benefit by having this
information at your finger tips in your
own home.
Again, we want our directory to be as
complete and up-to-date as possible. If
you have not received a questionnaire
form, please let us know.
Bridgewater

Randall Spoerlein Establishes Endowment
Randall G. Spoerlein of New Wind
sor, Md., has made a substantial estate
commitment to the College, it was
announced on Founders Day.
In making the commitment to the
College, Mr. Spoerlein established an
endowed scholarship as a loving mem
orial to his wives, Anna Snader Spoerlein
and Gretchen Pittinger Spoerlein.
The Randall, Anna Snader, and
Gretchen Pittinger Spoerlein Endow
ment will assist deserving young peo
ple from Maryland in receiving a
Christian-oriented higher education at
Bridgewater College.
Mr. Spoerlein, a native of Accident,
Md., completed the two-year business
curriculum at Blue Ridge College in
New Windsor in 1920. Blue Ridge was a
Church of the Brethren-related college
that became affiliated with Bridgewater
in 1929, and it was at Blue Ridge that he
met his first wife, Anna. He has been a
life-long member of the Edgewood
Church of the Brethren.
A farmer and businessman, Mr.
Spoerlein served for 22 years as the
mayor of New Windsor and was a
member of the Maryland legislature
from 1938 to 1942. He also served five
years on the New Windsor Town Coun
cil and 25 years on the Carroll County
Board of Supervisors. He is now retired
as Chairman of the Board of the West
minster Bank and Trust Company.

Mr. Spoerlein has served on the Board
of Directors of The Carroll County
General Hospital since its construction.
He was on the Board of The Brethren
Insurance Company of Hagerstown for
27 years, and he served a number of
years on the Board of the State Fair in
Timonium. Mr. Spoerlein served for
four years as President of the Carroll
County Farm Bureau and for two years
as President of the State Farm Bureau.
He is the only living original member of
the Carroll County Soil and Conservation
Commission and also has served on the
Carroll County Economic Committee.
The first dairy farmer to ship his milk to
Washington, D.C., Mr. Spoerlein has
served as President of the Maryland
Milk Producers Association.
Following the closing of Blue Ridge

College, Mr. Spoerlein became one of
Bridgewater's most valued and suppor
tive alumni and friends. In 1984, he
received an Outstanding Service Award
from the College not only in recognition
of this support, but also in recognition
of his leadership in his home community.
Mr. Spoerlein's recent pledge will
serve as a commitment to Bridgewater's
development campaign, Impact/ 91-A
Projection In Excellence.
In announcing Mr. Spoerlein's pledge
at the Founders Day Dinner, W. Wallace
Hatcher, Chairman of Bridgewater's
Board of Trustees and National Chairman
for Impact/ 9 I, said, "We are extremely
pleased to receive this substantial com
mitment from Randall Spoerlein to be
placed in the endowment for student
scholarships. All who know him and who
knew his wives, Anna and Gretchen, are
not surprised at the thoughtfulness and
generosity of this man who has given so
much to so many."
President Geisert stated of his good
friend, "This enduring memorial gift from
Mr. Spoerlein is simply another reflection
of his love for humanity, his continuing
philanthropy, and his abiding faith, not
only in Bridgewater College, but in the
larger community as well. Mr. Spoerlein
deserves the sincerest thanks of all of us
who are associated with the College and
of the many scholars who will ultimately
benefit from his generosity."

One-Act Plays Successful

Sarah LaCharite and Lisa Sebastianelli engage in double talk in "Out ofthe F�ying Pan." David Moorman casts a wary eye toward "Pistol-Packin' Sal" in the
musical by that name, and Carol Hipps claims her innocence in the whodunnit, "One of Us."
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Recent Graduate Selected As AEI Intern
by Diane Krahe,'86
Most graduates of the Class of 1986
received their diplomas in May with the
hope of channelling their broadly-based
liberal arts education into a narrower
field.
For summa cum laude graduate Gina
Popp, a circumstance of "being at the
right place at the right time " has led to
an exceptional opportunity for her to
continue her "broad education."
In March,the Harold H.Hersch Lec
ture Series committee invited Judith
Kipper,a resident fellow at the Ameri
can Enterprise Institute in Washington,
D.C., to Bridgewater's campus. Ms.
Kipper's 24-hour stay at Bridgewater,
her first visit to the Shenandoah Valley,
included both formal lectures and
informal conversations concerning her
specialty of Middle East issues.
During the lecturer's lunch with
approximately 15 students, Gina and
Ms. Kipper became acquainted as Gina
guided her through the drink room and
recommended the salad bar. Following
brief introductions of all of the students
present,and the luncheon conversation,
Ms. Kipper offered Gina the position of
acting as her personal intern for the
upcoming year.
"Ms.Kipper said,'We all need people
who can talk their way out of trouble',"
Gina recalled."Then she handed me her
card, said 'call me' and ran off to her
next appointment."
Since then,the flamboyant and ener
getic graduate has had a 50-minute tele
phone interview with Ms. Kipper's cur
rent intern,and arrangements have been
made for Gina to start her internship at
AEI in September.
A daughter of Anita R.Popp of Blue
field,Va.,Gina is anxious to experience
city life in the nation's capital,and she
hopes to begin her graduate work part
time at Georgetown University during
her year-long intership.
With a double major in French and
English from Bridgewater,and the 1986
Raymond N. Andes Award for Excel
lence in French under her belt, Gina
plans to pursue either linguistics or
communications. She believes that her
internship with Ms. Kipper in the Mid
dle East studies office of AEI will be
"right up (her) alley."
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According to Gina, Ms. Kipper's
"forte (in dealing with Middle East
issues) is communications, getting the
parties to the negotiating table and
emphasizing culture."
Gina believes that her junior year of
study in Strasbourg,France through the
Brethren Colleges Abroad program
contributed greatly to her qualifications
for the position. She added that her
involvement in the College's Peace Forum
and Young Democrats, as well as her
membership in the Leaveners,a women's
peace awareness group,also prepared her.
Gina states that Bridgewater,because
of its size,offers "a good opportunity for
students to excel in any field,especially
public speaking." By participating in
theatre productions and admissions
programs, she feels she has improved
her public speaking skills.
The conclusion of Gina's notable col
lege career at Bridgewater included a
senior flute recital and an honors project
titled Une Adventure en Phonetique.
The paper was "an application of a new
pedagogical method of teaching French
to foreign students, especially Ameri
cans," she explained.
Gina considers her liberal arts educa
tion at Bridgewater, which included
additional concentrations in music and
philosophy, to have been a key to her
selection as Ms. Kipper's intern. She
sees her upcoming opportunity as a
chance to broaden her education in her
"weak areas " of Eastern thought and
political science.
According to Gina,Ms. Kipper does

not require a strong background in these
disciplines because she "prefers to train
her intern herself."
Gina will be the first intern of Ms.
Kipper's in four years to graduate from
a school other than the University of
Pennsylvania.
Although she does not yet know the
extent of her duties, Gina does know
that she will serve as Ms.Kipper's recep
tionist, gaining experience in public
relations. Some travel is possible
although not likely "with the present
situation," Gina said. "But you never
know ...."
Gina will also be "ghostwriting " for
Ms. Kipper, "researching and writing
basic information in her similar style,"
she said. She will assist Ms. Kipper in
coordinating seminars, during which
"the specialists discuss problems and
present solutions or combinations of
solutions," Gina said."These specialists
try to influence those who make policy.
Only governments can actually make
the policy but the specialists have an
important role," she continued,compar
ing their job to that of a lobbyist repre
senting a broader group.
Gina looks forward to establishing
contacts,continuing her education and
gaining basic on-the-job experience at
the American Enterprise Institute."Their
motto is 'You cannot have a free society
without competition of ideas,' and I
believe it," she said.

Bridgewater

Harold H. Hersch Lecturer

Middle East Expert Lectures On Campus

Judith Kipper discusses her views with students, community members, andfaculty.

"Americans have a tremendous pas
sion with the Middle East," Judith Kipper
told an audience of students, faculty,
administration, and community members
in Cole Hall in early March.
"The names and places have per
meated our consciousness since the
beginning of childhood," she continued.
"We are attached emotionally, politi
cally, and spiritually."
Ms. Kipper visited Bridgewater as the
fourth annual Harold H. Hersch Lec
turer. A specialist in Middle East affairs
and a Resident Fellow of the American
Enterprise Institute in Washington, D.C.
since 1980, she had recently returned
from a six-week trip to the Middle East.
While there she had met with leaders and
academics from many of the countries
who have become personal friends as a
result of her frequent visits to the region.
She shared her knowledge of the area
and its people in two lectures, "Prospects
for the Middle East Peace Process" and
"Political Culture and U.S. Policy in the
Middle East," and in question-and-answer
sessions and small group and individual
discussions during her two-day stay on
campus. Ms. Kipper also was interviewed
for the April program of the College's
monthly television program, "Bridgewater
College Presents."
In speaking about the Middle East,
Ms. Kipper described it as a "loving,
warm, interesting place. We don't see
that," she continued, explaining that
while most of what the American press
reports is accurate, it is the sensational
news and not the everyday occurrences.
June, 1986

"In terms of daily life," she said, "crime is
unknown. It's safer on a day-to-day
basis" in most Middle East countries
than in the United States.
She also is concerned that Americans
aren't sensitive and understanding of
ways of life that are different from their
own. "We can't have the attitude that
we're better," she said. "We aren't better
or worse-just different, and it is in our
own interest to be senstive to other peo
ple's ways of life."
Ms. Kipper outlined the three major
Middle East conflicts as being between
Iran and Iraq, the Arab states and
Israel, and the Palestinians and Israelis.
She believes that the various leaders
"could compromise if they could sit
down at a conference table together"
and is concerned about the stalemate
that has resulted from the Palestine Lib
eration Organization's unwillingness to
participate in an international confer
ence set up by King Hussein of Jordan
and Israel's Prime Minister Paris.
According to Ms. Kipper, the "peace
process is at a critical transition point,"
with several directions possible, the worst
being another Arab-Israeli war.
She attributes much of the Arab
problem to economic deprivation, a
result of near constant warfare, and the
unusually young age of the population.
Ms. Kipper said that 50-60 percent of
Arabs are under the age of 20, largely
because of the thousands of people
killed in recent wars.
In Egypt, 50 million people live on
three percent of the land, and the oil-

rich nations such as Saudi Arabia are
feeling the economic recession and the
drop in oil prices.
Additional unrest is found in Jordan,
Syria, and Israel, an area in turmoil for
decades.
Of the 21 Arab countries, the United
States has diplomatic foreign relations
with all but two, South Yemen and
Libya, she said, adding that the United
States needs to maintain good relations
with all of the nations. Ms. Kipper said
that the people of these countries look to
the United States for a certain standing
and are impressed that "human dignity
is not reserved for ruling elites in the
United States."
Ms. Kipper said that as a nation we
must be careful of the way we help Mid
dle East nations, being friendly without
being overbearing. She said that this is
especially important because in the Third
World the people have a hard time deal
ing with forces of change. "We need to be
very solid and very steady as our friends
go through these periods," she said.
Prior to her work at the AEI, Ms.
Kipper spent five years as a freelance
Middle East specialist based in New
York writing for European and Ameri
can publications. She also has been a
member of the political staff of the late
Senator Robert Kennedy, has served as
a news assistant to CBS anchorman
Walter Cronkite in New York, and was
a foreign affairs assistant to the news
weekly L' Express for six years in Paris.
Ms. Kipper has authored numerous
articles on current events in the Middle
East and currently is co-editing a book
on new directions in American foreign
policy with former Assistant Secretary
of State Harold H. Saunders, the only
other Resident Fellow at AEI specializ
ing in Middle East affairs.
Bridgewater's annual Hersch Lectures
are sponsored by the Harold H. Hersch
Educational Fund. The fund was estab
lished by the estate of the late Hersch, a
1951 Bridgewater graduate and Manassas
attorney, and through contributions by
his friends and family following his
death in 1980.
Past Hersch lecturers have been Paul
C. Warnke, Ben J. Wattenberg, and
Ernest W. Lefever.
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Students Push For Hueston
Scholarship Fund

Prof Hueston reminds Jim Keeler
of his student days.

Student members of Bridgewater's
business club, Phi Beta Lambda, decided
this past spring that they wanted to do
something to honor accounting profes
sor Bob Hueston on the occasion of his
retirement from Bridgewater College.
The idea that formed was to suggest that
funds be solicited by the College for the
purpose of establishing an endowed
scholarship with Prof. Hueston's name
on it. Thus, the Robert L. Hueston
Endowed Scholarship Fund was founded.
Bridgewater alumnus James L. Keeler,
'57, Vice Chairman of the Board of
Trustees for Development and Public
Relations, says that Bob Hueston was
personally responsible for providing him
with the motivation and desire to become
a C.P.A. Keeler, who also is an attorney,
formally announced the scholarship fund
in early May at the College's annual
Awards Convocation to a standing ova
tion by Bridgewater students and faculty.
Phi Beta Lambda president, senior Greg
Dorsey presented Mr. Keeler with a check
from the club for the scholarship drive.
Since the idea's inception, many local
accounting and business alumni have
been approached with the idea of the
scholarship and, according to Devel
opment Director Brydon M. DeWitt,
"those people initially contacted were
very positive and readily supportive."
The campaign, which began in earn
est in late April, has made significant
strides toward reaching its goal of rais
ing a minimum of $10,000 for the scho
larship to become a reality.
When fully funded, the earnings will
be used to assist a rising senior accounting
major who shows exceptional promise
in the field of accounting and demon
strates good campus citizenship.
Business and accounting alumni are
currently being solicited for the scholar16

ship by Mr. Keeler and Martha Ander
son Armstrong, '77, Assistant Professor
of Accounting and Business Adminis
tration at Bridgewater and adviser to
Phi Beta Lambda, who also is a former
student of Prof. Hueston's.
"We are well on our way to achieving
this goal," said Mr. DeWitt. "It is grati
fying to see the interest and enthusiasm
of so many of Professor Hueston's former
students as soon as they find out about
what's been started here."
Prof. Hueston, who is the only per
son to hold the Carman G. Blough
Chair of Accounting at Bridgewater,
has headed the College's accounting
program for the past 33 years. President
Geisert once said of him, "Professor
Hueston has an outstanding record as a
teacher of accounting. Many accoun
tants in our area are his former students
and hold him in very high regard. He is a
very productive accounting professor."
Prof. Hueston earned a Bachelor of
Arts degree in economics and business
administration from Bethany College in
West Virginia and an MBA from the
University of Wisconsin. A certified
public accountant, he established his
own Harrisonburg accounting firm in
1953 after working for three years at
Bethany College and then serving two
years as a staff accountant for S. B.
Hoover & Co., Certified Public
Accountants. While serving as a part
time professor at Bridgewater, Prof.
Hueston continued to work as a full
time accountant until his recent retire
ment. After doing some traveling, he
will continue to do accounting work in
Harrisonburg on a part-time basis.
Prof. Hueston is the father of
Bridgewater alumna Agness Hueston
Henderson, '80.

Retired Prof :
Although Dr. Lowell Heisey retired
from the Bridgewater faculty in Janu
ary, his days in the classroom are far
from over. In fact, Dr. Heisey's sense of
wanderlust and his desire to promote
"better understanding" internationally
have .prompted him to take on a new
challenge as an educator.
In August, Dr. Heisey and his wife,
Hazel, will leave for Liberia with a Ful
bright Teaching Fellowship in hand.
The former B.C. chemistry department
head will be teaching undergraduate
level chemistry at Cuttington University
College during the I 986-87 academic
year. The university is located in Sua
coco, a small town 125 miles from Libe
ria's capital city of Monrovia.
Founded by the Episcopal Church,
Cuttington is a prestigious institution
which "draws students from all over
Africa, including many government
workers," Dr. Heisey said.
The foreign students attending Cut
tington have largely been educated in
private schools in urban environments
while the native Liberians' educational
background is less advanced. The "span
between the two" types of students will
provide a new element for American
professors, Dr. Heisey said.

Dr. Heisey pauses in his office at Bowman Hall.

Bridgewater

Receives Fulbright Teaching Fellowship
by Diane Krahe, '86
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Dr. Heisey's Fulbright funded lec
tureship is one of four in Liberia, but he
will be the only American professor at
Cuttington under this program. The
Fulbright program offers "an amazing
number of teaching positions, mostly in
the Third World, but competition for
these grants is keen," Dr. Heisey said.
The Fulbright program is the United
States government's primary education
exchange program, proposed by the form
er U.S. Senator J. William Fulbright in
the wake of World War II. In its effort to
increase knowledge and understanding
between nationalities, the program aims
to "develop a capacity for empathy, a
distaste for killing other men, and an
inclination for peace," said the former
Senator. The exchange is funded by both
U.S. Congressional appropriations and
the governments of 27 other countries.
Selection of professors to take part in
the program is based on their credentials
in their discipline and their proficiency in
the language of the country in which they
will be teaching. The official language of
Liberia is English. The country was orig
inally founded by returning U.S. slaves
after the Civil War, so Liberia has received
"more American influence than Euro
pean," Dr. Heisey said. Its government
remains a dictatorship, he added.
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Located along the west coast of Africa
and close to the Equator, Liberia's cli
rriate is humid with "even temperatures
year-round," the Heiseys said. Mining is
the country's main export and agricul
tural production, primarily peanuts, corn,
and rice, is abundant.
"The town of Suacoco itself is sophis
ticated," Dr. Heisey said, "but the sur
rounding area is rural." Electricity is
available only 12 hours a day, and the
community water supply is filtered and
sterilized. All washing is done by hand,
and garments must be ironed to kill par
asites, Mrs. Heisey said.
The Heiseys will live in the house
reserved for the Fulbright American
professor and his family, and the
accommodations include the services of
a houseboy.
Mrs. Heisey said that some sort of
community work is usually planned for
the professor's wife, but at this time her
only known duties are "daily chores."
During the three-month break between
semesters, the Heiseys plan to travel
around the continent to see its wildlife
and to learn about the social conditions
of the African people. Such traveling in
exotic lands is not a new experience for
the couple. Dr. Heisey was born in
China, a son of missionaries, and he

lived his first 11 years in the Orient. The
Heiseys returned with Wendell Flory,
'40, to visit China in I 983.
In March, Dr. and Mrs. Heisey tra
veled to Peru to see Halley's Comet. Dr.
Heisey had hoped to take a group of
Bridgewater students during interterm,
but the comet was behind the sun during
the month of February. Instead, the
Heiseys went with a group of senior
citizens.
The Heiseys viewed the comet from
Arequipa, "the White City of Peru," located
in an open desert area which has received
"no rain for IO centuries or something like
that," Dr. Heisey said. They also explored
the history and culture of Peru and "fell in
love with the big mountains and pictur
esque valleys," Mrs. Heisey recalled. The
Heiseys met members of the Yagua tribe
at the headwaters of the Amazon River
and shared the marketplaces of mountain
villages with Peruvian Indians dressed in
colorful outfits.
Dr. and Mrs. Heisey explored the
Inca ruins, including the Inca capital of
Machupicchu, discovered only in 1910.
The group also visited a wildlife pre
serve, observing the llama and its close
camel-like relatives, as well as the giant
condor with its 12-foot wingspan.
From an airplane, the Heiseys viewed
the Nazca lines, mammoth religious
symbols which were engraved in the
desert by prehistoric tribes and that are
visible only from the air.
Dr. Heisey has taught at Bridgewater
since 1950 in the fields of chemistry,
astronomy, geography, and science edu
cation. He helped in the design and con
struction of Bowman Hall in 1953-54,
and he has conducted research in cancer
medication during his years at B.C.
The Heiseys' children, Galen, '71,
Maylee, Loren, and Curtis, have each
pursued a career in an aspect of science.
Dr. and Mrs. Heisey hope their year
long experience in Africa is "an interest
ing adventure in a Third World culture."
Their goal is to contribute to the
improvement of the African's "educa
tional standards and living conditions."
In the spirit of the Fulbright pro
gram, the Heiseys aim to "learn a lot
from (the African people) and share
with them" our common humanity.
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Facuity And Staff Accontpl
Mrs. Martha S. Armstrong was recently promoted to Assistant
Professor of Accounting and Business Administration upon receiv
ing her certificate of Certified Public Accountant. Mrs. Armstrong
also holds a B.A. degree in business administration from Bridge
water and an M.S. degree in accounting from the University of
Virginia.
Miss Karen L. Atkin, who held the position of Resident Director
Advisor throughout the past two years, will assume the position of
Assistant Dean for Student Development beginning July I succeed
ing Miss Leigh Ann Duff who plans to be married this summer and
will relocate.
Miss M. Ellen Bailey, Assistant Professor of Education, has been
elected to a two-year term as President of the Beta Xi Chapter of the
Delta Kappa Gamma Society, International, an educational honor
ary professional society for women. Miss Bailey has been active in
Delta Kappa Gamma for approximately 20 years and has served in
various offices. She is a charter member of the Beta Xi Chapter, one
of two chapters in the area.
Dr. John G. Barr, Professor of Organ and Piano, has been
selected to serve as Conference Organist for the 1986 Annual Confer
ence of the Church of the Brethren.

Dr. Barr assists sophomore David Gordon during a music examination.

Dr. Paul J. Bender, Professor of Mathematics, was appointed
Chairman of the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
in the fall, succeeding Professor John E. White who resigned the
chairmanship for health reasons. Professor White continues to carry
all of his teaching responsibilities. Dr. Bender has, for five consecu
tive years, served as a national reader of advanced placement exami
nations in mathematics for the Educational Testing Service at
Princeton, N.J.
Dr. Emmert F. Bittinger, Professor of Sociology, has accepted
appointment as Chairman of the Department of Sociology for the
upcoming academic year. He will succeed Professor William E.
Barnett, who has retired.
He also presented a paper titled "European Origins of the
Brethren" before the Eighth Annual Meeting of the Brethren Encyc
lopedia, Inc., in November. Dr. Bittinger read a paper on the subject
of "The Meaning of Old Order Dress in the 1980s" at a conference of
scholars and historians from various Brethren denominations in
Covington, Ohio, last summer.
Dr. Charles J. Churchman, Professor of English, and his wife,
Pat, will be serving as Directors of the Brethren Colleges Abroad
program at the Dalian Institute of Foreign Languages in Dalian,
China for the 1986-87 academic year.
Dr. Churchman published a guest editorial in the July 27th edi
tion of the Harrisonburg Daily News-Record titled "When Men
Change, Nations Change." The article was a personal reflection on
the International Moral Rearmament Conference which Dr.
Churchman attended in Washington, D.C., on July 17-19, 1985.
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Miss Bailey talks with senior Connie Glembot about her education projects.

Dr. John W. Cooper, Dean for Academic Affairs and Associate
Professor of Philosophy and Religion, has published a book, written
a number of articles, and has lectured extensively throughout the
academic year.
In October, Dr. Cooper's book titled The Theology of Freedom:
The Legacy of Jacques Maritain and Reinhold Niebuhr was pub
lished by Mercer University Press. The book attempts to describe the
relationship between religion and politics and to show how both
Protestant and Roman Catholic theologies are compatible with
democratic society. An article titled "Democratic Pluralism and
Human Rights: The Political Theologies of Jacques Maritain and
Reinhold Niebuhr," which relates to Cooper's recent book, may be
found in Jacques Maritain: A Philosopher in the World, a recent
book edited by Jean-Louis Allard.
His article titled "The Moral Basis of Equal Opportunity" was
published in the September edition of Educational Leadership. In
November, he delivered a public lecture in Rockford, Ill., on the
topic "The American Family Today." He is also the author of a
section in a book titled Morality of the Market: Religion and Eco
nomic Prospective which was published in December.
Dr. Cooper published a book review titled "Defrocking Dogmas"
of Polity and Praxis by Dennis McCann and Charles Strain in the
February 7th issue of the National Catholic Reporter. In March, he
delivered a lecture titled "Religion and the Captialism-Socialism
Debate" at the Radford University Colloquium in Philosophy and
Religion and, in April, he presented two papers, "Theological Per
spectives on Capitalism and Socialism" and "A Just War Approach
to Peacemaking." The first was given at the University of Notre
Dame, South Bend, Ind., and the second to an On Earth Peace
Conference in New Windsor, Md. On Earth Peace will publish in
booklet form the remarks of each of the speakers at the conference
which was titled "Searching for Unity Among Peacemakers." The
University of Notre Dame will publish Dr. Cooper's remarks in a
book of proceedings of the conference.
Dr. Joseph M. Crockett, Associate Professor of Chemistry, was
appointed to the Executive Committee of the Virginia Section of the
American Chemical Society. He served as a judge at the Virginia
Junior Academy of Science meeting at James Madison University.
Dr. Crockett also administered the first-round test for the Interna
tional Chemical Olympiad and attended conferences at the Univer
sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University.
Mr. Brydon M. DeWitt, Director of Development, is currently
serving as President-Elect of the Harrisonburg-Rockingham County
Chamber of Commerce. Mr. DeWitt will become President of the
Chamber in January, 1987. He is also serving this year as Chairman
of the Long-Range Planning Committee.

Bridgewater

ish Much Throughout Year
Dr. Wayne F. Geisert, President, served as Chairman of the
Visiting Teams of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
(SACS) at Samford University, Birmingham, Ala. He completed his
term as President of the Council of Independent Colleges of Virginia,
and was elected Chairman of the Church of the Brethren Committee
of Higher Education at the committee's meeting in Washington,
D.C. The committee meets semi-annually directing attention to the
cooperative endeavors of the Church of the Brethren colleges and
seminary, including the Brethren Colleges Abroad Program.
Dr. Lowell V. Heisey, Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus, has
received a Fulbright Teaching Fellowship to spend the 1986-87 aca
demic year in Liberia, where he will teach chemistry at Cuttington
University College in Suacoco. Dr. Heisey retired in January after 36
years of teaching at Bridgewater College.
Miss Mary Frances Heishman, Assistant Professor of Physical
Education, has been selected to serve on the N.C.A.A. Committee on
Committees for the 1986-87 school year.
Dr. L. Michael Hill, Professor of Biology, published an article
titled "A Taxonomic Key to the Geraniaceae of Virginia" in the
February edition of Jeffersonia, The Journal of Virginia Botany. The
article concerned chromosome numbers of the wild geraniums found
within Virginia. He is also Chairman of a steering committee to form
a chapter of the Virginia Wildflower Preservation Society in the
central Shenandoah Valley.
Mr. Jesse E. Hopkins, Jr., Associate Professor of Music, has been
chosen to serve as the Conference Choir Director for the 1986
Annual Conference of the Church of the Brethren. As director, one
of his special responsibilities has been coordinating the conference's
multi-media production of "One Bright Morning."

Pro{ Hopkins chats with Mark Riddle prior to baccalaureate.

Mr. David C. Huffman, Assistant Professor of Economics, pre
sented a paper titled "Community Bargaining Over Plants-An
Auction Market Approach" at the Annual Meeting of the Virginia
Association of Economists in April at Virginia Beach.
Mr. Curtis L. Kendall, Head Baseball Coach, was named Old
Dominion Athletic Conference Baseball Coach-of-the-Year. He also
was selected Virginia College Division Coach-of-the-Year by the
Virginia Sports Information Directors from among all Division II
and III schools in the state.
Dr. Thomas M. Kinder, Professor of Physical Education and
Director of Athletics, continues to serve on the N.C.A.A. Council,
the policy-establishing body of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association. He also remains on the N.C.A.A. Division III Steering
Committee.
Dr. James J. Kirkwood, Professor of English, and his wife, Shir
ley, recently returned to their home and to Bridgewater after serving
as directors of the Brethren Colleges Abroad Program in Chelten
ham, England during the 1985-86 academic year.
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Mr. Paul M. Kline, Associate Professor of Art, was the recipient
of a $700 Mednick Memorial Fund Grant administered by the Virgi
nia Foundation for Independent Colleges in order to assist in the
financial obligations of his sabbatical leave which began in the spring
and continued into the summer. During this sabbatical leave, Prof.
Kline traveled abroad to study first-hand the art of ancient Greece
and to photograph hundreds of art pieces which will be added to the
Art Department's library for use in the ancient history portion of the
Art History course.
In January, he exhibited a solo art show in the Alternative Gallery
of the Roanoke Museum of Fine Arts titled "Circles-Squares." The
solo exhibit was made up of nine sculptures of mixed media which
were all painted with metallic gold, silver, and bronze paints.
Professor Kline served as the Chairman of The Arts Committee
for both the Outdoor Show and the Mural Competition during the
Bridgewater Sesquicentennial Celebration in August. In October, he
exhibited two painted wood constructions at the Portsmouth (Va.)
Museum of Fine Arts as part of an invitational group show titled
"Contemporary Sculpture By Virginia Artists."
Dr. M. Ellsworth Kyger, Professor of German, has completed the
manuscript for An English-Pennsylvania German Dictionary: A
Working Manuscript, vols. II-III-IV of "The Russel W. Gilbert
Series of Pennsylvania German Dialect Publications," described by
Frederick S. Weiser, the editor, as "the single most comprehensive
dictionary involving Pennsylvania Dutch." The entire four-volume
series is expected to be in print by December. It is the first attempt at
compiling a comprehensive English-Pennsylvania German diction
ary and has been in progress since 1969. Dr. Kyger's contribution
alone covers some 2,300 pages and approximately 55,000 words.
Dr. Barbara P. Long, Assistant Professor of Foreign Languages,
gave a presentation to the Virginia Department of Education State
Conference at Virginia Beach titled "Oral Communication Activi
ties: Trivial Pursuits That Work" in October. In April, Dr. Long gave
a workshop on writing at the Northeast Conference for the Teaching
of Foreign Languages held in Washington, D.C. The subject of the
workshop was "The Participatory Classroom: A Key to Effective
Written Communication."
She gave two presentations on "Writing in the Foreign Language
Classroom" at the High Point College Foreign Language Conference
in March. The first was a paper titled "Writing for Proficiency"
which explained how to incorporate writing as a process into the
classroom and the need for a holistic grading approach. The second
was a workshop titled "Let's Be Creative" in which participants
wrote short stories and poetry and received a booklet of creative
writing ideas. She conducted an in-service workshop for foreign
language teachers of Augusta County titled "Oral Communication
Activities for the Foreign Language Classroom" in September.
Mr. Ralph C. MacPhail, Jr., Associate Professor of Drama,
Speech, and English, was cited in the August publication of The
Mikado, A Centenary Celebration in appreciation for his assistance
in planning the exhibition commemorating the 100th anniversary of
Gilbert & Sullivan's The Mikado. He has been invited to speak at the
W. S. Gilbert Sesquicentennial Symposium at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology which will be held in November. The Sym
posium is sponsored by the New England Branch of the Gilbert and
Sullivan Society of London and the M.I.T. Council for the Arts and
is expected to draw Cambridge Savoyards and Gilbertians from the
United States, Canada, and Great Britain. Prof. MacPhail will speak
on Gilbert's attitudes toward Shakespeare and Victorian Shakespea
rean production.
The State Department of Education has asked Professor Mac
Phail to serve on an Editorial Committee which will revise, refine,
and prepare for publication a manuscript titled Helping Students
Learn: Group Discussion Concepts and Activities. Prof. MacPhail
will take part in this special panel during the last week in June.

continued on page 20
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Miss Laura S. Mapp, Associate Professor of Physical Education,
received two outstanding awards pertaining to her 25-year coaching
career at Bridgewater College. She was named the Old Dominion
Athletic Conference Women's Basketball Coach-of-the-Year in Feb
ruary and, in March, was awarded the first annual Carol Eckman
Award by the Women's Basketball Coaches Association in Lexing
ton, Kentucky. Coach Mapp has more career wins than any other
active N.C.A.A. Division III women's basketball coach in the coun
try. The Carol Eckman Award was named for the women's basket
ball coach who was instrumental in organizing the first National
Invitation Women's Basketball Tournament in 1969. Miss Mapp
was selected on the basis of her "demonstration of the values and
character of Carol Eckman, which include sportsmanship, honesty,
courage, ethical behavior, dedication to purpose and commitment to
the student-athlete." Eckman died of cancer in July, 1985.
Dr. John W. Martin, Jr., Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus, and
his wife, Betty, have moved to Cheltenham, England, where they are
serving as directors of the Brethren Colleges Abroad Program for the
upcoming 1986-87 academic year.
Dr. W. Robert McFadden, Professor of Religion, is participating
in "A Summer Institute in Near East Archaeology" during the
months of June and July, 1986. The Institute is sponsored by the
National Endowment for the Humanities and is offered by the Amer
ican Schools of Oriental Research in Philadelphia, Pa. The Institute
will focus on the archaeological history of Syria-Palestine and will be
taught by four acknowledged leaders in the field of archaeology and
Near Eastern scholarship. Dr. McFadden published a book review
on Lives of Jesus by Warren S. Kissinger in the winter issue of
Brethren Life and Thought.
Dr. David K. McQuilkin, Associate Professor of History and
Political Science, lectured during the months of April and May as the
Ann Barron Carroll Lecturer at Stuart Hall, a preparatory school for
girls in Staunton, Va. Among the varied topics which he examined
were the Watergate crisis, American political parties, and reform
movements of the twentieth century.
Dr. McQuilkin also served as a judge on "Pop Quiz" on the public
television station WVPT-TV for the 1985-86 academic year. He
appeared on the same station in both January and March on
"Bridgewater College Presents," the college's monthly television
program. The topic for his first guest appearance was "Economic and
Political Projections for '86" and, during the second appearance, he
and two students discussed their lnterterm trip to the Soviet Union.
Miss Naomi L. Mills, Assistant Professor of Physical Education
and Director of Swimming, has been chosen to serve on the 1987
International Special Olympics (Virginia Delegation) Selection
Committee. She, along with other members, was responsible for
reviewing the nominations of athletes and coaches and for selecting
the candidates who were observed during the State Special Olympics
games held in Richmond on June 6-8. She will also serve as the Area
Coordinator for the event.
In February, Miss Mills conducted an in-service training session
on Outdoor Education for Physical Education Teachers of Rock
ingham County and served as the Aquatics Clinician for the Virginia
Special Olympics Training School which was conducted at James
Madison University. In May, she was elected Vice-Chairman of the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham County Chapter of the Red Cross Board
of Directors where she is currently serving a term as a member of the
board.
Mr. Lamar B. Neal, Associate Professor of Political Science and
History, gave a public lecture on "The Development of the Free
Enterprise System in the U.S.-Some Constitutional Considera
tions" during Free Enterprise Week on the campus of James Madi
son University in November. The week of activities was sponsored by
the Gamma Lambda Chapter of Phi Beta Lambda.
Mr. Robert E. Purvis, Associate Professor of Art, has had a
sculpture titled Bear/ Engine (4998) included in "Sculpture Tour
1985-86" at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville. The outdoor
exhibit features 21 sculptures selected from the South and Midwest.
Professor Purvis' exhibit was a monolithic sculpture combining
gneiss and painted steel plate and was completed as part of his
sabbatical project last summer. Following a year at the University of
Tennessee, the sculpture works will be installed on the campus of
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Walters State Community College in Morristown, Tenn., for the
1986-87 academic year.
Dr. Roger E. Sappington, Professor of History, compiled and
edited a source book on the development of the Church of the
Brethren from 1865 to 1915 which was published in January by The
Brethren Press. This volume, titled The Brethren in Industrial Amer
ica, is the second of four volumes to be edited by Dr. Sappington on
Brethren History, and is his ninth published book. Dr. Sappington
was also listed in the I 985 edition of Marquis' Who's Who in Reli
gion, which includes church officials, clergy, religious educators, and
Jay leaders.
Dr. Sappington is continuing his research on the Brethren in
Tennessee, a project begun by the late Dr. Paul H. Bowman, Bri0ge
water's third president. When complete this research will be the first
and only published work of its kind.
Mrs. Grace F. Steinberg, Assistant Professor of Home Econom
ics, has been elected First Vice President of the Virginia Home
Economics Association. One of her special responsibilities will be the
planning of the program for the next VHEA annual meeting.
Dr. Sarah E. Swank, Associate Professor of Biology, is currently
engaged in full-time research under a grant from the National
Science Foundation to study chaparral ecosystems with Dr. Walter
C. Oechel of San Diego State University. In order to participate in
this research, Dr. Swank has been granted a one-year leave of
absence for the 1986-87 year.
Dr. Dale V. Ulrich, Provost, published a report describing the
development of The Brethren Encyclopedia in the summer edition of
Brethren Life and Thought. Dr. Ulrich has served as secretary of the
Board of Directors of Brethren Encyclopedia, Inc., since its forma
tion. Recently Dr. Ulrich completed six years on the Board of On
Earth Peace, four years as its President.
Mrs. Louise H. Wade, part-time Instructor in Special Education,
served as a consultant on a federally-funded project in Greene
County, Va. She conducted an in-service training workshop for the
county's teachers and helped develop curriculum materials for
grades 5, 6, and 7 in science and mathematics.
Mr. Edwin E. Will, Staff Assistant for the College's National
Direct Student Loan Program, serves as the Area III Coordinator
for the Citizen Representation Program (Consumer Affairs Section)
of the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP). The pro
gram is designed to place qualified older citizens on state and local
boards and commissions which make decisions affecting the health,
safety, and economic well-being of consumers, especially the elderly.
Mr. Will's work has involved him in meetings in Texas, West Vir
ginia, Maryland, North Carolina, Arkansas, and Washington, D.C.
throughout the academic year. A member of the Blue Ridge Com
munity College Board of Trustees, he has served as a delegate to
meetings of the Virginia Community College Association and Virgi
nia Community College System in Charlottesville and Roanoke.

-Compiled by Melita A. Ball, '87

Prof Purvis gives advice to senior Jerry Anne Thompson.
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Weimer Lecturer Advocates Nonyiolent Sanctions
The visiting lecturer for the College's
third annual Weimer Christian Vocation
of Peace and Peacemaking Lecture, Dr.
Gene Sharp, strongly advocated nonvio
lent struggle as an alternative to war when
he spoke at Bridgewater in early April.
Dr. Sharp is Director of the Program
on Nonviolent Sanctions in Conflict
and Defense and an Associate of Har
vard University's Center for Interna
tional Affairs. He also is a Professor in
the Department of Political Science and
in the Department of Sociology and
Anthropology at Southeastern Massa
chusetts University.

He stated that there is "no blueprint
of nonviolent means for all situations."
But some examples of nonviolent strug
gle which he suggested are economic
boycotts, demonstrations, underground
communication networks, and resistance
groups. He noted that each situation
must be known intimately and then the
symptoms of the problem can be
addressed. Then, and only then, can
nonviolence be used as an effective tool
for overcoming political injustice and
securing government by consent.
Dr. Sharp argued that much more
attention and financial resources should
be directed toward nonviolent means of
political struggle. He noted that each
year the United States expenditures on
NATO alone have equalled the national
debt for that year, and that military
expenditures have created many of the
current economic problems in this coun
try. He cited the Polish dissenters as an
example of a resistance group that has
done more without U.S. funds than
those receiving U.S. backing such as the
June, 1986

Dr. Sharp
poses with
junior Barry
Sprigg,
Nancy
Weimer
Cappel, and
Peter
Weimer.

Afghanistan rebels. Ironically, the two
groups are at odds with the same super
power-the Soviet Union.
"We have to learn how to increase
further the effectiveness of nonviolent
struggle," Sharp said. He would like to
spread the word about this alternative to
warfare in the Soviet Union, Central
America, South Africa, and the Middle
East.
In his address titled "National Defense
Without War," Dr. Sharp said that
there is nothing wrong with defense-it
just doesn't have to be sought through
acts of war. He cited the example of the
Philippine people who acted without
warfare or terrorism to bring about a
different government and a different
way of life. The Philippine people used
nonviolent forms of struggle such as
economic boycotts, mutiny, and their
support of Corizon Aquino to force
Marcos to flee his homeland as a power
less leader.
"This is not a call for disarmament,"
Dr. Sharp said, "but rather for transarma
ment. Transarmament, he said, is a
whole new approach, but not one of
powerlessness.
To advocates of nuclear buildup, Dr.
Sharp said, "Nuclear weapons do not
bring you greater safety-they bring
you greater danger. Those without
nuclear weapons do not expect attack
by nuclear weapons and are not targeted
for nuclear attack."
Dr. Sharp also spoke on the topic
"Beyond 'Just War' and Pacifism." He
criticized pacifism as being unrealistic
for an entire nation and "just war" as a
policy leading to the use of violence and
the inevitable result: "masses of dead,
destruction, and war . . . ."
He also suggested that "political suc
cess does not always follow a military
success," so even "just war" can be use
less. There are "social, economic, and
political consequences of violence," and

we "need to abolish war," he said.
According to Dr. Sharp, war doesn't
work now as it did in previous decades
because today's armies have greater
capacity for mass killing and destruction.
Pacifism is feasible for individual
belief and personal practice, Sharp said,
but it is not a practical alternative for a
whole country.
Sharp also said that we "have a
responsibility to seek to influence the
course of events" and that "conflicts are
inevitable and sometimes good," as in
the case of the overthrow of a corrupt
government. Thus, "it is no longer enough
to have just two choices-"just war" and
pacifism. We must consider the conse
quences of choice and take responsibil
ity," Dr. Sharp said.
"Rulers and governments depend on
the cooperation and obedience of the
society and citizens," Dr. Sharp said. "If
the regime is not considered legitimate
and if the people don't serve and coop
erate, and if the police and army don't
work, then the top person loses power
and is no more deserving of obedience
than anyone else." According to Dr.
Sharp, leaders are not intrinsically more
powerful people-they are given that pow
er, and that power can be taken away.
"Let 'just war' advocates and pacifists
unite to come up with nonviolent means
of resistance," Dr. Sharp urged. "Under
today's circumstances, we need to develop
new means of nonviolent struggle and
new alternatives to war."
The Weimer Christian Vocation of
Peace and Peacemaking Lectureship was
established at Bridgewater in 1982 in
honor of the late Reverend Glen Weimer,
a Church of the Brethren pastor. The
lectureship has as its goal the promotion
of peace and the stimulation of creative
thought concerning conflict resolution. It
is supported through an endowment pro
vided by the Rev. Glen and Clarabel
Weimer, their family and friends.
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Jopson Field Renovations Underway
Work has begun on a major renova
tion and improvement of Jopson Field,
the College's outdoor athletic facility
that was severely damaged last November
by flood waters from the North River.
Among the planned improvements are
permanent bleachers for football and track
and for baseball,softball,and field hockey/
lacrosse along with resurfacing of the all
weather track and tennis courts,and the
regrading and seeding of the playing fields
for each of the outdoor sports.
The bleachers for football,track,and
baseball will be all-steel constructions,
while the softball and field hockey/ lacrosse
bleachers will be built of wood.The steel
bleachers that will be built on the football
field will seat 2500spectators on the new
home side of the field. They will be con
structed to take advantage of the natural
slope on the north side of the field and will
include a press box.Seating for 500spec
tators will be built on the visitors side. The
bleachers at the baseball field will also seat
500spectators.
The College will also be replacing the
fencing which delineates the various
fields, will be installing new football
goalposts,and will be adding other mis
cellaneous items of equipment. Most
noticeable will be four new electronic
scoreboards,one for each of the fields.
Bridgewater's fields,which were ren
dered unusable for the remainder of this
year,are being regraded and seeded dur
ing the summer recess.
The infields for the Eagles' baseball
and softball fields are being constructed
in consultation with the head grounds
keeper at Baltimore's Memorial Sta
dium.A dugout to replace the one that
was lost down river during the night of

Sand and siltfrom theflood was removed 10 allow
for the sod to take root on the footballfield.
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Tarps cover the new scoreboards scheduled for each of the four.fields.

the flooding has already been built,and
the backstops and batting cages will be
replaced this summer.
"This is a major undertaking for us,"
Dr. Geisert commented,"but the planned
improvements will be first class. When
the facility is completed,it will be one of
the finest of its kind among Division III

athletic programs in the middle-Atlantic
states. None of this would be possible
without the continuing generous sup
port of our constituencies ...."
The projected cost of the Jopson Field
project is estimated at $445,000 and is
scheduled for completion prior to the
beginning of the 1986-87 academic year.

College To Begin Softball Program
The Bridgewater College athletic pro
gram will expand to 14 sports with the
initiation of women's fast pitch softball
during the 1986-87 academic year. The
Eagles will compete as a club team during
the inaugural season.Directing the devel
opment of the program is Dan Antolik,
who recently joined the College's physical
education and coaching staff.
"We have had some real interest in
women's softball among our students,"
explained Athletic Director Dr. Thomas
Kinder on the decision to add a sixth
sport to the women's program."It will be
an asset to the overall women's program
and, if successful, we plan to move to
intercollegiate competition."
The Old Dominion Athletic Confer
ence,of which Bridgewater is a charter
member,does not sponsor participation
in women's softball.According to Kinder,
ODAC members Lynchburg College
and Eastern Mennonite College already

support fast pitch programs and Mary
Baldwin College plans to move from
slow pitch to the up tempo variety.With
the addition of B. C. softball,the goal is
to have conference competition begin
ning in 1988.
Director of Admissions Brian
Hildebrand views the new Bridgewater
sport as a positive influence on the insti
tution. "It is extremely important that
the College keep pace with the needs of
our young women as they search for a
college home," stated Hildebrand.
"Interest in intercollegiate softball is
growing rapidly in popularity in our
recruiting area, especially in Virginia
and Pennsylvania," he added. There is
also a strong following of the sport in
the local high school districts.
The playing field will be built adjacent
to the baseball diamond as part of the
Jopson Field flood repair/ renovation
project.
Bridgewater

Antolik Hired As Head Football Coach
Daniel Antolik, head football coach
for the Division II Tigers of Saint Paul's
College from 1982-85, has accepted the
position of head football coach at
Bridgewater.
Antolik, a native of Pennsylvania,
succeeds Joseph E. Bush who resigned
from the position to accept the head
coaching position at ODAC-rival
Hampden-Sydney College.
Coach Antolik came to Bridgewater
highly recommended as a successful
coach at both the secondary and the
college and university levels. During his
tenure at Saint Paul's, Antolik played
the key role in the tremendous improve
ment of the Tigers' Division II program.
In 1983, he was honored as both the
Central Intercollegiate Athletic Associ
ation Co-Coach-of-the-Year and the
Washington, D.C. Pigskin Club's
Coach-of-the-Year for leading the Tig
ers to a 7-3 season.
· Prior to his head coaching position at
Saint Paul's, Antolik served on the coach
ing staff of Fort Lewis College (Colo
rado), New Mexico Highlands Univer
sity (New Mexico), and Salem College
(West Virginia). He had earlier been head
football coach in secondary schools in
both Colorado and North Carolina.
He has spent several summers organ-

Coach Antolik discusses new strengthening techniques with returningfootball players.

izing and administering football clinics
and camps for young people, recruiting
athletes, and soliciting funds.
Antolik most recently was working as
an assistant football coach at Virginia
Union University.
Antolik attended North Braddock High
School in Pittsburgh where he lettered in
football and baseball, served as captain
of the football team, and was a member
of the All-Conference Team. His under
graduate degree was earned at Fort Lewis
College where he lettered in football, was

chosen the most valuable player ( 1967),
and served as team captain in I 968. His
Master of Arts degree in physical educa
tion was completed in 1973 at Adams
State College in Alamosa, Colo.
In commenting on Antolik's appoint
ment, President Geisert noted, "Coach
Antolik has indicated that throughout his
tenure in college level coaching, he has
had the goal of being the head coach at a
liberal arts college such as Bridgewater.
We are delighted that he has accepted the
invitation to head our football program."

Alumni Return For "Jopmen" Track Meet

Ken Economou, '71, andMike Quinn, '68, warm upfor the Alumni Track Meet he/din May. Tom Gross, '83, and Roger Stultz, '71, wait their turn as Pat Domeier,
'79, participated in the long jump.
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Baseball Team Ranked Nationally

Eagles Repeat As ODAC Chantpions

The Eagles have always prided their
small college baseball program as one of
the southeast's finest.This spring,follow
ing years of winning records,the Eagles
began to earn a bit of national respect.
Bridgewater, in dominating fashion,
captured its second consecutive Old
Dominion Athletic Conference crown
and posted the best record in all of colle
giate baseball in Virginia.Setting a new
school record of 23 wins in a season,with
seven losses, the Eagles boasted a .767
winning percentage. The magazine Col
legiate Baseball ranked B.C.29th nation
ally among Division Ill teams.
Unlike last spring, when the Eagles
emerged champions as the fifth-seeded
underdogs, B.C.was the definite favor
ite having finished on top of the regular
season standings. The Eagles won their
first IO ODAC games before splitting
double-headers with Lynchburg (6-2 win,
4-3 loss), and Randolph-Macon (4-3
loss,4-1 win).The number one seed was
secured with a 12-2 record, edging
Lynchburg (11-3) by a full game.
An opening round home victory for
the Eagles brought a return of the semi
final and championship games to the
central Shenandoah Valley. Harrison
burg's Memorial Stadium served as the
Eagles' home away from home while the
campus field underwent repairs from
the November flood. It was also at
Memorial that B.C.claimed the '85 title
with a 6-4 win over Randolph-Macon.
In the quarterfinal contest,the Eagles'
league-leading offense produced 13 runs
through the first three innings against
Emory & Henry. The last-place Wasps
scored their runs late in the game to
make it a respectable 13-8 final.
The Eagles exploded for six runs in
the third inning of the semifinal game to
erase a 2-0 Hampden-Sydney lead. The
fourth-place Tigers' defense came unra
veled as the preseason favorites commit
ted seven errors. Bridgewater,as cham
pionship teams do, took advantage of
the miscues and rolled to an 18-3 deci
sion. Alan Stadler of Harrisonburg,
owner of numerous B.C.pitching records,
set another with the complete game vic
tory.The right-hander won for a school
record eighth time against two losses,
24

Junior shortstop Barry Davis led the Eagles with a
.404 batting average. He was named Team MVP,
All-ODA C, and College Division All-State.

and brought his career win total to 17.
The afternoon's other semifinal game
provided more dramatics.Third-seeded
Randolph-Macon used a two-run,two
out rally in the top of the ninth to oust
second-seeded Lynchburg. The victory
sent the Yellow Jackets into a cham
pionship rematch with the defending
champion Eagles. Randolph-Macon,
just as a year ago,was the first to get on
t h e s c o r e b o a r d . The f i r s t three
Randolph-Macon batters faced by B.C.
starting pitcher Jeff Dean of Charlottes
ville connected for singles.The last base
hit gave the Yellow Jackets a 2-0 lead
that held until the fifth.
Randolph-Macon threatened with the
top of its order to lead off the fifth, but
the B.C. defense rose to the occasion.
Freshman catcher Charlie Grant of
Waynesboro (.305 batting average)
gunned down a Yellow Jacket base
runner attempting to steal second.That
resulted in eliminating one potential run
as the ODAC's leading hitter, Scott
Rash, belted an ensuing double. Rash
tried to score from second on a single up
the middle, but B.C. centerfielder Tim
Shiflett of Warrenton cut down the
runner with a perfect strike to the plate,
and Grant held his ground. Thus the
momentum turned as Randolph-Macon
failed to score on three consecutive hits.
Freshman first baseman Pat Shiflet of
Dayton began the Eagles' fifth inning
with a walk.One out later,Barry Davis of

Charlottesville delivered a double down
the third base line to score Shiflet and cut
the margin to 2-1.Billy Dickerson's single
with two outs scored Davis to tie the
score. The Eagles took total control
when,a batter later,freshman designated
hitter Doug Shifflett of Elkton,blasted a
two-run triple. Shifflett eventually stole
home to give B.C.a 5-2 advantage.
The Eagles struck for four more runs
in the seventh, highlighted by another
two-run Shifflett triple.
Meanwhile, Dean was closing the
door on the Yellow Jackets. The lean
right-hander retired IO of the last 11
batters he faced.In going the distance,
Dean raised his record to 7-1, as he
struck out six,walked one and scattered
10 hits. The final, B.C.9, RM C 2.
"This has been a super finish for these
guys," said first-year coach Curt Kendall
the night of the championship."The feel
ing of winning that ball game ...well,I
can't even describe it.I've played a lot of
games in my life, I've won some cham
pionships, but I haven't had the feeling
that I have tonight."
Kendall, who played for the 1978
ODAC champion Eagles, was named
both ODAC and Virginia College Div
ision (II & Ill) Coach-of-the-Year.
Junior shortstop Barry Davis topped
the list of seven Eagles who received
post-season honors. Davis was named
team MVP,first team AI I-ODAC,and

Athletic Director Tom Kinder presents champion
ship plaque to co-captains Alan Stadler and
Freddie Heatwole.

Bridgewater

Former Eagles Make Good in Pro Ball

Freshman Pat Shiflet started the ralfl' in the vic
tor1• over Randolph-Macon College.

College Division All-State. He led the
Eagles with a team-high .404 batting
average, cracked two home runs and tal
lied 21 RBI.
Also selected first team All-ODAC
were pitcher Jeff Dean (7-1, 3.56 ERA,
37 SO), winner of the Geisert Pitching
Award; center fielder Tim Shiflett (.363
BA, 5 HR, 27 RBI), winner of the Col
lege's 100%er Award; and third base
man Billy Dickerson (.388 BA, 3 HR, 31
RBI). Second team All-ODAC choices
included first baseman Freddie Heat
wole (.333 BA, I HR, 26 RBI, 29 BB);
second baseman Randy Smith(.287 BA,
2 HR, I 9 RBI); and pitcher Alan Stadler
(8-2, 3.48 ERA, 67 SO).
With a record of 21-2 against Div
ision III opposition, the Eagles had
hopes of competing in the national
tournament. All 24 teams in the national
event are selected at-large by regional
committees. The Eagles are in the south
region, the strongest in the country as
five of the nation's top ten were from the
south. Unfortunately for B.C. it was
only those five which were chosen.
However, the Eagles return all but
one player, senior Freddie Heatwole,
from the most successful team in B.C.
baseball history. Next spring the Ea�les
plan to be playing when the regionals
begin in mid-May.
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The postulate for building any pro
gram with a strong tradition is success
ful preceeding generations. A nostalgic
glimpse of the Eagles' baseball program
reveals individual progress uncommon
among contemporary small college ath
letes. The years enveloping the Great
Depression brought financial gain to a
trio of men who donned the Eagle-nine
uniform, as professional members of the
nation's number one pastime.
Emery"Kit" May(class of'25), Warren
J. Huffman (class of'37), and Bennie F.
Huffman (class of '38), all were employed
within the ranks of professional baseball
after playing at Bridgewater. Both May
and Bennie Huffman reached the high
est level in the profession, the major
leagues, while Warren Huffman enjoyed
an outstanding minor league career.
May began his pro days playing with
Martinsburg, W.Va., a minor league
club in the Blue Ridge League. Accord
ing to his brother, C. E. May (class of
'24), the late Kit moved up to the major
league franchise Philadelphia Athletics
for one full season. The next spring the

"Lefty" Huffman sports the uniform he wore in
the 1939 Minor League Centennial All-Star Game
in Coopers/own, N. Y.

L
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Major league scouts got their first look at "Kit"
May on the Bridgewater baseball diamond in the
early 1920's.

Athletics sold the right-handed pitcher
to Memphis, Tenn., of the minor-league
Southern Association. May, who also
was a dependable pinch hitter, helped
lead his club to several championship
pennants during his seasons in Memphis.
Bennie Huffman was the Eagles'
catcher in 1936 and one year later made
his pro debut with the St. Louis Browns
of the major league. As is the case today,
it was rare to break into the majors dur
ing the first pro season. He enlisted in
the U.S. Navy in 1942 where he teamed
with several Hall of Famers on service
squads. Following World War II, Huff
man returned to the Browns as a player
manager. He was hired by the Chicago
White Sox in 1948 and served stints as a
manager and scout. He retired from the
Chisox organization after 36 years of
service.
Warren "Lefty" Huffman (no rela
tion to Bennie) was referred to as a "stel
lar" and "brilliant" outfielder by news
paper reporters during his career in the
farm systems of Detroit and Boston.
Lettering eight times in three sports at
B.C., Huffman had his finest pro season
in 1939. He was one of 38 players
selected from 41 minor leagues to partic
ipate in the Centennial Minor League
All-Star game held in Cooperstown,
N. Y. That year, while playing for Staun
ton, Lefty led the Valley League with a
.415 batting average. He finished second
in the national batting title, which in
cludes both major and minor league
players, with the likes of Joe Dimaggio
(.381) and Johnny Mize (.349) leading
the major leagues.
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Track And Field Team Set Several New Records

Chuck Boller learned 10 lhrow !he javelin during
1his mee/. He la/er qualified for !he NCAA
Narional Championships in rhis evenr.

Field events and middle distance races
carried the Eagles to a meet record of 9-3
during the 1986 outdoor track and field
season.

Sophomore Steve Eye, Edinburg, Va.,
was named the squad's Most Valuable
Performer in his first season with the
Eagles. Eye tallied 44 points throughout
the spring while competing in the shot
put and discus and setting a new school
standard in the former. His toss of 48
feet 11 and one-half inches came during
the Mason Dixon Relays and broke the
old record of 48'1 ½" set in 1980 by Joe
Freeland, '80. It was a heave equal to
Freeland's that earned Eye first place
and All-ODAC honors during the ODAC
championship meet.
Freshman Chuck Boller, Harrison
burg, Va., was a pleasant surprise for
coach Shane Stevens. Boller qualified for
the NCAA Division Ill National Cham
pionships (La Crosse, Wis) in the javelin,
an event in which he competed for the
first time this spring. Boller won the
ODAC title and All-Conference laurels
with a hurl of 195'1", upsetting the
defending champion in the process. His
distance also goes into the record books
as the best in B.C.'s long track and field
history. The old record was established in
1973 by Larry Maxie (class of '74), with a

measurement of 188' IO". Boller was ranked
seventh going into the national event, but
he failed to make the finals.
Keith Harris, a senior from Ruckers
ville, Va., was a consistent performer in
the 800-meter middle distance race. Harris
won the event in three of four team meets
scheduled this spring. His best clocking
was recorded during the ODAC cham
pionships, I :58.0, to finish second.
Other strong individual performances
were turned in by Mark Saunders (2nd
in ODAC shot), Bryan Moser, Joe Ott,
Jason Strosnider, and Tim Llewellyn in
field events. Top runners included D.
W. Cash, Billy Mays, Lester Herman
and hurdler Stacy McDonald.
The Eagles were disappointed with
their overall team finish in the confer
ence meet. The Eagles' placed fourth
behind champion Lynchburg ( 152),
Washington & Lee (138) and Roanoke
(90). Bridgewater had defeated Roanoke
twice in regular season meetings. A total
of 24 members should return from this
year's 29-man roster for competition
next spring, and hopefully a stronger
showing in the conference.

Men's Tennis Succeeds Against Tough Competition
Coach Carlyle Whitelow was delighted
with the performance of the Eagles' 1986
men's tennis squad which posted an
overall record of 6-7. "I was more than
pleased with what turned out to be a
very good season," stated Whitelow. We
did very well against some tough oppo
nents and were close to finishing with a
winning record," said Whitelow.
The Eagles had several close matches
including three that were won by a 5-4
count and another that was lost by the
same difference. The squad reeled off six
victories in its first eight outings before
encountering stiff ODAC opposition.
"The real reward was the attitude of
the players which couldn't have been any
better," noted Whitelow. "Co-captains
Marshall Butler and Arthur Heffner did
an excellent job of providing leadership,
particularly during practices at which I
could not be present."
Butler, a four-year letterman, received
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Pa/rick Slo_1·an was voled Mos/ Ou1sranding Player
in his firs/ year a1 B. C.

the Most Improved Player Award. The
senior from Franklin, Va., registered a
9-7 singles record playing at the number
two flight. Sophomore Patrick Sloyan,
Paeonian Springs, Va., earned the Most
Outstanding Player Award. In his first
season with the Eagles, Sloyan battled
to a 7-9 number one singles mark and
finished third in the ODAC champion
ship tournament.
"Patrick was outstanding and is a
very intelligent tennis player. He has an
excellent court manner and was often
praised by opposing coaches," said
Whitelow. "He has patience and good
placement and basically an all-around
solid game," he added.
This spring's success has prompted
optimism for the next season. "I look
forward to adding a couple of young
players to our experience," said
Whitelow in hopes of boosting the record
above the .500 level.
Bridgewater

Women's Tennis
Team Breaks
Last Year's Record

Sherisue Barber recorded the best singles record at
12-3.

A year ago a rather young women's
tennis squad won nine of its 12 matches,
establishing a new Bridgewater record
for wins in a season. This spring, with
the return of five of last year's top six
players, the Eagles again changed the
record books. The junior dominated
squad served up 10 victories in 1986
against five setbacks.
Sherisue Barber of Haymarket, Va.,
turned in the top singles record at 12-3
while playing at the second flight. The
only senior, Barber completed her career
with an overall singles mark of 28-18.
She teamed with junior Diana Beard,
Roanoke, Va., to post the team's best
doubles record of 11-4. Beard competed
at the number one flight and notched an
8-6 ledger.
Juniors Cole Lawrence, Martinsville,
Va., and Susan Milleson, Berryville,
Va., recorded individual winning records
for the third consecutive season.
Lawrence improved her outstanding
career record to 28-8 with an 11-4 cam
paign in '86. Milleson went 8-5 for a
career mark of 22-10.
Junior Beth Rogers and sophomore
Lisa Kuykendall tallied singles records of
7-8 and 7-6 respectively. In doubles, the
Rogers-Lawrence team went 9-6, while
Milleson-Kuykendall finished 7-5. Jun
ior Samantha Ligon, Burke, Va., and
freshman Carrie Moss, Dumfries, Va.,
rounded out the eight-member roster.
In conference play, the Eagles posted
a regular season slate of 6-4 and finished
sixth in the I0-team field at the confer
ence championship tournament.
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Lacrosse Duo Scores 74 Goals
Paced by the 1-2 offensive punch of
sophomore Carolyn Magee, Collegeville,
Pa., and senior Vickie Glassman, Havre
de Grace, Md., the Eagles' lacrosse team
finished its season with a 4-8 overall
record.
Magee led the Eagles with 43 goals
this spring while Glassman netted 31.
During the Eagles' 18-4 romp of Hood
College, Magee scored a Bridgewater
record-tying nine goals. The feat was
first accomplished by Debbie Britchard,
who twice scored a "triple hat trick" dur
ing the 1972 season.
The other B.C. victories were a
season-opening 12- 7 decision over
Randolph-Macon Woman's College, a
7-6 edging of Mary Washington College
and a 13-3 rout of conference foe Hollins
College. The season came to an end in
the first round of the ODAC champion
ship tournament. The fifth-seeded Eagles
fell to quarterfinal host and fourth seeded
Randolph-Macon College 16-7.
Magee, who was the conference's
fourth highest scorer was selected to the
Virginia Three All-Star team along with
teammate Melita Ball, a junior from

Carolyn Magee shows her winning.form against
Randolph-Macon.

Harrisonburg, Va. Sophomore goal
tender Connie Cochrane, Powhatan,
Va., was ranked third in the ODAC with
a save percentage of .575.
Magee was named a Regional All
American by the Intercollegiate Women's
Lacrosse Coaches Association. Team
mate Christi Gunn, Baltimore, Md., was
honored for her aggressive defensive
play as a second team All-ODAC
selection.

Golf Team Faces Tough Competition
Ward Huffman became the fourth
Eagle golfer to letter all four years of his

Ward Huffman concentrates on his putting.

collegiate career, leading the team with
an 83.0 season average this spring. The
senior from Lexington, Va., was the
medalist in the Eagles' second place tri
match finish against Randolph-Macon
College (first place) and Catholic Uni
versity (third place). His best score of
the season was registered on the Lexing
ton Country Club Course where he
carded a 76.
Other team members who earned a
letter were Scott Jackson (Kinderhook,
N. Y.), Darrell Plogger (Lexington, Va.),
Jeff Thompson (Gainesville, Va.), Alan
Landes (Weyers Cave, Va.), Jeff Hawes
(Sterling, Va.), and Mark Griffin (Hot
Springs, Va.).
Coach Neal and his golfers faced
more than just obstacles on the course
during the 1986 season, playing by far
the toughest schedule in the I I-year his
tory of the B.C. program. The Eagles
finished with a match record of 2-11.
With determination, however, Neal
predicts that the Eagles are "going to do
a lot better next year."
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Track And Field Team Set Several New Records

Chuck Boller learned 10 1hrow 1hejavelin during
1his mee/. He la/er qualified for 1he NCAA
Na1ional Championships in 1his even/.

Field events and middle distance races
carried the Eagles to a meet record of 9-3
during the 1986 outdoor track and field
season.

Sophomore Steve Eye, Edinburg, Va.,
was named the squad's Most Valuable
Performer in his first season with the
Eagles. Eye tallied 44 points throughout
the spring while competing in the shot
put and discus and setting a new school
standard in the former. His toss of 48
feet 11 and one-half inches came during
the Mason Dixon Relays and broke the
old record of 48'1½" set in 1980 by Joe
Freeland, '80. It was a heave equal to
Freeland's that earned Eye first place
and All-ODAC honors during the ODAC
championship meet.
Freshman Chuck Boller, Harrison
burg, Va., was a pleasant surprise for
coach Shane Stevens. Boller qualified for
the NCAA Division III National Cham
pionships (La Crosse, Wis) in the javelin,
an event in which he competed for the
first time this spring. Boller won the
ODAC title and All-Conference laurels
with a hurl of 195'1", upsetting the
defending champion in the process. His
distance also goes into the record books
as the best in B.C.'s long track and field
history. The old record was established in
1973 by Larry Maxie (class of '74), with a

measurement of 188' IO". Boller was ranked
seventh going into the national event, but
he failed to make the finals.
Keith Harris, a senior from Ruckers
ville, Va., was a consistent performer in
the 800-meter middle distance race. Harris
won the event in three of four team meets
scheduled this spring. His best clocking
was recorded during the ODAC cham
pionships, I :58.0, to finish second.
Other strong individual performances
were turned in by Mark Saunders (2nd
in ODAC shot), Bryan Moser, Joe Ott,
Jason Strosnider, and Tim Llewellyn in
field events. Top runners included D.
W. Cash, Billy Mays, Lester Herman
and hurdler Stacy McDonald.
The Eagles were disappointed with
their overall team finish in the confer
ence meet. The Eagles' placed fourth
behind champion Lynchburg (152),
Washington & Lee (138) and Roanoke
(90). Bridgewater had defeated Roanoke
twice in regular season meetings. A total
of 24 members should return from this
year's 29-man roster for competition
next spring, and hopefully a stronger
showing in the conference.

Men's Tennis Succeeds Against Tough Competition
Coach Carlyle Whitelow was delighted
with the performance of the Eagles' 1986
men's tennis squad which posted an
overall record of 6-7. "I was more than
pleased with what turned out to be a
very good season," stated Whitelow. We
did very well against some tough oppo
nents and were close to finishing with a
winning record," said Whitelow.
The Eagles had several close matches
including three that were won by a 5-4
count and another that was lost by the
same difference. The squad reeled off six
victories in its first eight outings before
encountering stiff ODAC opposition.
"The real reward was the attitude of
the players which couldn't have been any
better," noted Whitelow. "Co-captains
Marshall Butler and Arthur Heffner did
an excellent job of providing leadership,
particularly during practices at which I
could not be present."
Butler, a four-year letterman, received
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Palrick Sloran was voled Masi Ou1s1anding Player
in his.fi-,.s1 _1·ear a1 B. C.

the Most Improved Player Award. The
senior from Franklin, Va., registered a
9-7 singles record playing at the number
two flight. Sophomore Patrick Sloyan,
Paeonian Springs, Va., earned the Most
Outstanding Player Award. In his first
season with the Eagles, Sloyan battled
to a 7-9 number one singles mark and
finished third in the ODAC champion
ship tournament.
"Patrick was outstanding and is a
very intelligent tennis player. He has an
excellent court manner and was often
praised by opposing coaches," said
Whitelow. "He has patience and good
placement and basically an all-around
solid game," he added.
This spring's success has prompted
optimism for the next season. "I look
forward to adding a couple of young
p layers to our experience," said
Whitelow in hopes of boosting the record
above the .500 level.
Bridgewater

Women's Tennis
Team Breaks
Last Year's Record

Sherisue Barber recorded the best singles record at
12-3.

A year ago a rather young women's
tennis squad won nine of its 12 matches,
establishing a new Bridgewater record
for wins in a season. This spring, with
the return of five of last year's top six
players, the Eagles again changed the
record books. The junior dominated
squad served up IO victories in 1986
against five setbacks.
Sherisue Barber of Haymarket, Va.,
turned in the top singles record at 12-3
while playing at the second flight. The
only senior, Barber completed her career
with an overall singles mark of 28-18.
She teamed with junior Diana Beard,
Roanoke, Va., to post the team's best
doubles record of 11-4. Beard competed
at the number one flight and notched an
8-6 ledger.
Juniors Cole Lawrence, Martinsville,
Va., and Susan Milleson, Berryville,
Va., recorded individual winning records
for the third consecutive season.
Lawrence improved her outstanding
career record to 28-8 with an 11-4 cam
paign in '86. Milleson went 8-5 for a
career mark of 22-10.
Junior Beth Rogers and sophomore
Lisa Kuykendall tallied singles records of
7-8 and 7-6 respectively. In doubles, the
Rogers-Lawrence team went 9-6, while
Milleson-Kuykendall finished 7-5. Jun
ior Samantha Ligon, Burke, Va., and
freshman Carrie Moss, Dumfries, Va.,
rounded out the eight-member roster.
In conference play, the Eagles posted
a regular season slate of 6-4 and finished
sixth in the I0-team field at the confer
ence championship tournament.
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Lacrosse Duo Scores 74 Goals
Paced by the 1-2 offensive punch of
sophomore Carolyn Magee, Collegeville,
Pa., and senior Vickie Glassman, Havre
de Grace, Md., the Eagles' lacrosse team
finished its season with a 4-8 overall
record.
Magee led the Eagles with 43 goals
this spring while Glassman netted 31.
During the Eagles' 18-4 romp of Hood
College, Magee scored a Bridgewater
record-tying nine goals. The feat was
first accomplished by Debbie Britchard,
who twice scored a "triple hat trick" dur
ing the 1972 season.
The other B.C. victories were a
season-opening 12-7 decision over
Randolph-Macon Woman's College, a
7-6 edging of Mary Washington College
and a 13-3 rout of conference foe Hollins
College. The season came to an end in
the first round of the ODAC champion
ship tournament. The fifth-seeded Eagles
fell to quarterfinal host and fourth seeded
Randolph-Macon College 16-7.
Magee, who was the conference's
fourth highest scorer was selected to the
Virginia Three All-Star team along with
teammate Melita Ball, a junior from

Carolyn Magee shows her winning form against
Randolph-Maeon.

Harrisonburg, Va. Sophomore goal
tender Connie Cochrane, Powhatan,
Va., was ranked third in the ODAC with
a save percentage of .575.
Magee was named a Regional All
American by the Intercollegiate Women's
Lacrosse Coaches Association. Team
mate Christi Gunn, Baltimore, Md., was
honored for her aggressive defensive
play as a second team AII-ODAC
selection.

Golf Team Faces Tough Competition
Ward Huffman became the fourth
Eagle golfer to letter all four years of his

Ward Huffman concentrates on his pulling.

collegiate career, leading the team with
an 83.0 season average this spring. The
senior from Lexington, Va., was the
medalist in the Eagles' second place tri
match finish against Randolph-Macon
College (first place) and Catholic Uni
versity (third place). His best score of
the season was registered on the Lexing
ton Country Club Course where he
carded a 76.
Other team members who earned a
letter were Scott Jackson (Kinderhook,
N.Y.), Darrell Plogger(Lexington, Va.),
Jeff Thompson (Gainesville, Va.), Alan
Landes (Weyers Cave, Va.), Jeff Hawes
(Sterling, Va.), and Mark Griffin (Hot
Springs, Va.).
Coach Neal and his golfers faced
more than just obstacles on the course
during the 1986 season, playing by far
the toughest schedule in the I I-year his
tory of the B.C. program. The Eagles
finished with a match record of 2-11.
With determination, however, Neal
predicts that the Eagles are "going to do
a lot better next year."
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Professor Trout Dies
Former Professor and Music Depart
ment Chairman Philip E. Trout, a member
of Bridgewater's class of 1950, died March
5 at the Bridgewater Home where he had
been a patient since November.
Professor Trout was a member of the
Bridgewater College faculty from 1958
until 1979, when he retired due to his
progressive illness caused by Alzheimer's
Disease.
Prof. Trout served as Instructor of
Music at Bridgewater from 1958 to 1961,
as Assistant Professor of Music from
1961 to 1974, and as Associate Professor
of Music from 1974 until 1979. He served
as Chairman of the Department of Music
from 1965 until 1978.
While at Bridgewater, Prof. Trout
directed the College Chorale and Quartets
in addition to teaching private voice les
sons and in the classroom. He served on
various committees including the Cultu
ral Activities Committee, Chapel Com
mittee, Social Committee, Deputation
Committee, Convocation Committee, and
Council on Student Affairs.
Prof. Trout held a Master of Music
degree from Florida State University,
and he completed additional graduate
study at Florida State, the University of

West Virginia, and the Eastman School
of Music. At Florida State, he studied
voice und,er the direction of Miss Anna
Kaskas, mezzo-soprano of the Metropol
itan Opera Company.
Prof. Trout was minister of music at
the Central.Church of the Brethren in his
native Roanoke and at First Church of
the Brethren in Harrisonburg. He also
was Music Director of the Church of the
Brethren Annual Conferences in Ocean
Grove in 1961 and in Louisville in 1967.
He served as Church Music Clinic Direc
tor for churches in the Middle Atlantic
States, as Director of the Rockingham
County High School Music Competi
tion, and as Chairman of the Northern
District Music Cabinet for the Church of
the Brethren.
He served as Director of the Rock
ingham County Youth Choir Festival of
the American Guild of Organists for six
years, and as Sub-dean of the Rock
ingham Chapter of the A.G.O. Prof.
Trout also was a member of an evalua
tion team appointed by the Virginia State
Board of Education for music depart
ment evaluations in Richmond and
Northern Virginia. He was a member of
the National Association of Teachers of

Singing, the American Choral Directors
Association, and the Music Educators
National Conference. He also served as a
member of the editorial board for the
publication ofthe Brethren youth song
book, "Alleluia!'
Prior to coming to Bridgewater, he
taught music in Roanoke city schools.
Prof. Trout is survived by his wife,
Nancy Garst Trout, also a 1950 Bridge
water graduate, and by his sons, Philip
David Trout, '73, of Falls Church, and
Robert Garst Trout, '75, of Butte, Mont.

Dr. Aldhizer Dies
Bridgewater Honorary Trustee George
S. Aldhizer, II, for whom the College's
George S. Aldhizer, II, Department of
Economics and Business is named, died
on May 20 at Rockingham Memorial
Hospital following an extended illness.
A former State Senator, Dr. Aldhizer
was a founding member of the Harrison
burg law firm, Wharton, Aldhizer and
Weaver. In 1975, the College conferred
upon him the honorary degree Doctor of
Laws.
Dr. Aldhizer served as a member of
the Virginia House of Delegates from
1950-52 and of the Virginia Senate from
1954-75. In 1974, Dr. Aldhizer was named
Chairman of the State Crime Commis
sion to study ways of safeguarding indi
vidual privacy, and, at that time, he was
second in seniority in the Senate.
He was a graduate of Broadway High
School and earned both his bachelor's
degree and LLB degree from the Univer
sity of Virginia. In addition to his law
practice and his other activities, he was a
poultry and livestock farmer and a prom
inent breeder of saddle horses.
His community activities were far
reaching. Dr. Aldhizer served as a Trus28

tee at Rockingham Memorial Hospital,
as Chairman of the Rockingham County
School Board, and as President of the
Rockingham Library Association. In
1980-81, he served as Chairman of Bridge
water College's area Business and Profes
sional Campaign. He was a member of
the Broadway Presbyterian Church,
American Legion, Lions Club, Elks Club,
and was past Master of Masonic Lodge
27. In 1975, Dr. Aldhizer received the
Distinguished Service Award from James
Madison University.

In 1984, Bndgewater College estab
lished the George S. Aldhizer, II, Depart
ment of Economics and Business in recog
nition of his outstanding reputation as an
attorney and businessman, his stature as
a political leader in the Commonwealth
and as a civic leader in the community,
and his supportive interest in all of educa
tion and, most especially, in Bridgewater
College. An endowment in excess of
$1,000,000 will be funded through Dr.
Aldhizer's estate which will provide sup
port for the Aldhizer Department. Even
tually, the Aldhizer Department of Eco
nomics and Business will periodically
sponsor the Aldhizer Business Sympo
sium which will focus on current and
future economic and business questions.
The Aldhizer Symposium will seek to
bring to campus nationally and interna
tionally recognized scholars and business
executives to expose members of the
campus community to current economic
thought and to enable them to participate
actively in discussions with these finan
cial authorities.
Dr. Aldhizer is survived by two sisters,
Mary Moore Aldhizer of Harrisonburg
and Sidney M. Beeson of Broadway.
Bridgewater
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20's
Ruth Beahm Whitacre, '24, suffered a slight
stroke recenty and is still recovering. She is
rejoicing in the birth of her fifth great-grandchild.
Mrs. Whitacre is residing in Roanoke, Va.
S. Blair Myers, '26, was recently honored
as Man of the Year in Agriculture for devoting
"his entire career to the teaching of vocational
agriculture in Princess Anne County and the
city of Virginia Beach." Blair, who has taught
in the Tidewater area since 1941, developed a
hybrid corn in the 1940s that could grow six to
eight inches apart, thereby raising the average
bushel of corn raised per acre. Despite this
development, however, he is best remembered
by his students for his good nature ai:id good
example.
Helen M. Longanecker, '27, has been retired
from teaching for 16 years. She is living with
her sister in Roanoke, La.
Viola Moreland MacKenzie, '28, would
love to hear from some of you who were at
Blue Ridge College, New Windsor, Md. between
1926 and 1928. She is living at 720 Louisiana
Ave., Cumberland, Md. 21502.
Selah Rodeffer Malcom, '29, has been
retired for 15 years after teaching school for 28
years. She has five children and 15 grandchild
ren and is living on a farm near McDowell, Va.
Naomi Miller West, '29, received the "Val
iant Woman" award at the May Fellowship
Day of the Harrisonburg-Rockingham Church
Women United on May 2, 1986. Naomi has
had a longstanding commitment to peacemak
ing and refugee resettlement. She has also been
involved in the development of Gemeinschaft
House, where she serves on the board of direc
tors; in conducting parent nurturing classes at
a local housing development; and in forming a
Parents Anonymous chapter. She and her
husband, Rev. M. Guy West, '26, live in
Bridgewater.

Stanger was one of 350 delegates representing
their respective colleges and universities. She is
a retired psychologist and _marriage counselor.

40's
Robert D. Hoover, '40, has retired after 41
years of pastoral service. Bob is living in North
Manchester, Ind., near his mother, Pearl
Hoover Wampler, '13, who lives at Peabody
Retirement Home.
Lois Shick el Froehlich, '4 I, spent the
summer of 1985 as a patient at National Insti
tutes of Health where a mitral valve was
implanted in her heart. Her recovery is progress
ing normally. She is residing in Norfolk, Va.
Margaret Dixon Smith, '42, is retired, liv
ing in a condo, and actively participating in
many clubs; B.P. W., A.A. U. W., Historical
Society, College Woman's Club and Manches
ter Church of the Brethren Circle. Mrs. Smith
is living in North Manchester, Ind.
Harold D. Lehman, '43, is retiring this
spring after a 45-year teaching career, mostly
at Eastern Mennonite College and James
Madison University. Dr. Lehman lives in
Harrisonburg.
Evelyn Ritchie Tower, '46, is enrolled in the
Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing Pro
gram at VC U. She is a free-lance writer and she
received second prize for a non-fiction essay
written for the Irene Leache Memorial Liter
ary Contest in 1986. Evelyn is living in Rich
mond, Va.

30's
Nina Miller Lantz, '30, found her tour of
some European countries (Switzerland, Ger
many, Italy and Austria), to be very interesting
and scenic. Mrs. Lantz lives in Kensington, Md.
Ralph Dutton, '35, has been retired as
Assistant Superintendent for Safety and
Attendance for Augusta County public schools
after serving in different capacities for 41
years. Ralph is living in Staunton, Va.
William 0. Beazley, '37, has written a book
titled Horses I Have Known, published by the
Hardin-Simmons University Press. Bill, who
retired in 1981 as Executive Vice President of
Hardin-Simmons, has worked more than 30
years with the white horses and the coed riders
of that Texas university.
Mary Jane Gum Sellers, '37, stays busy
with church activities and craft projects. She is
enjoying her five grandchildren. Mrs. Sellers is
living in Churchville, Va.
Monelle Feaga Stanger, '38, represented
Bridgewater College during the Presidential
Inauguration at Pepperdine University in
Malibu, Calif., where she also resides. Mrs.
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Fay J. Reubush
Fay J. Reubush, '49, was presented the Dis

tinguished Service Award for 1986 at the April
meeting of Phi Delta Kappa, a national
honorary fraternity. Dr. Reubush is Associate
Vice President for Academic Affairs at James
Madison University.

50's
Chester Z. Keller, '50, will present a paper
titled "Human Nature: Ecosystemic Limits
and Techne-.Some Utopian Implications" at
the second International Conference on Uto
pian Studies to be held in Reggio Callabria,
Italy, as one of 16 invited scholars from the
U.S. Dr. Keller resides in Ellensburg,
Wash.
James Lewis, '50, retired in July, 1985 from
his position as Reference Librarian of Carol
ina Population Center, after 25 years of library

service at UNCJ Chapel Hill. He is living in
Chapel Hill, N.C.
Laird L. Rush, '50, has completed a two
and one-half year term on the executive com
mittee of the Middle Atlantic Association for
School, College and University Staffing.
Dr. Rush, who is responsible for Educa
tional Placement at Virginia Tech, was recog
nized for outstanding service and contributions
to the professional development of the associa
tion. He is living in Blacksburg, Va.
Joe A. Wine, '50, has been the Recreation
Director for Blythe, Calif. for 28 years. He pre
viously worked in recreation in Albany, Oregon
and served one year in BYS in Fresno, Calif.
Carroll E. Conner, '51, retired after 30 years
as a teacher and elementary school principal in
the Fairfax County school system. Carroll and
Geraldine Garber Conner, '51, live in Manassas,
Va. and are active members in the Manassas
Church of the Brethren where Geraldine is
church librarian and both are deacons.
Barbara Metzger Anderson, '53, the owner
of BMA Company, has her college-chair
cushion products on display in Bridgewater's
bookstore. After I½ years with Ben Franklin
Partnership, she obtained her own business
building in 1985 in State College, Pa.
Jack Wine, '53, is serving in the U.S. Navy
and is attached to Supreme Headquarters,
Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE). Senior Chief
Yeoman Wine is living in Ronquieres, Belgium.
Franklin E. Huffman, '55, a preeminent
scholar of Southeast Asian languages, is pro
fessor of linguistics and Asian studies at Cornell
University. He has recently written a book Bib
liography and Index of" Mainland Southeasr
Asian Languages and Linguistics. The biblio
graphy covers writings in all languages, from
the earliest known documents to the present,
on the approximately I000 languages of Main
land Southeast Asia.
Richard W. Graves, '56, retired from Fair
fax County Public Schools July I, 1985, after
having served as teacher, coach and director of
student activities for 27 years. He is living in
Vienna, Va.
Ruth Wichael Williams, '59, is the owner/
business director of a Sylvan Learning Center
for teaching reading, math and college prep.
She is living in Baltimore, Md.

60's
Norma Peterson, '60, teaches third grade in
Kingsport, Tenn., where she received the out
standing educator award from the Kingsport
City Schools in 1986. She is living in Johnson
City, Tenn.
Rebecca Zinn Liskey, '62, has been awarded
a grant by the French government to study this
summer at the Centre Universitaire d' Avignon
in France. She will spend four weeks in inten
sive French speech and translation work.
Rebecca is a French ·teache"r at Harrisonburg
High School.
Albert Conway Thorp, '63, is the Principal
of Pearson Elementary School in Fauquier
County. His wife, Mary, is employed at Surles
& Associates, Ltd. CPA's. The Thorps live in
Warrenton, Va.
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Judy Nolen Henneberger, '64, was recently
honored by the Fairfax County School Board
for her writing of elementary music curriculum
and for developing a model music program at
Oak View Elementary School which is frequent
ly observed by administrators, dignitaries, and
teachers. Judy continues to write articles for
music periodicals and travel throughout the
U.S. presenting workshops for school and
church musicians.
Jay E. Sylvester, '64, and Valerie Ashmore
Sylvester, '62, are moving to Dallas, Texas,
where Jay will be teaching at a private boys'
school, Saint Marks School of Texas.
Alyce Mundy Kirby, '65, is the owner and
operator of the Wishing Well Motel, West
Harwich, Cape Cod, Mass. She previously
taught English for 20 years in Connecticut's
public schools. Alyce "welcomes all B.C. staff
and alumni to the best motel on the Cape,"
William S. Earhart, '66, has been named
controller for Heatwole/Miller Construction
and Real Estate Management Companies. He
will maintain an office at Sierra Manufactur
ing in Harrisonburg where he will also serve as
a financial consultant. Bill was previously the
general manager/treasurer for Elkins Coca
Cola Bottling Co. in Elkins, W.Va. He and his
wife, Vickie Joseph, are living in Harrisonburg.
Susan Squires Wilson, '66, is a member for
the third time of CCH Computax's Masters
Club. She and her husband will be attending
an all expense paid sales meeting in Kauai,
Hawaii. Susan lives in Sacramento, Calif.
Jimmy L. Byerly, '67, realized a dream
come true when he opened a new A.A. H.A.
certified hospital in Feb. 1986. Dr. Byerly is
residing in Merced, Calif.
Frances Schwaninger-Morse, '67, has been
selected as the executive director of the Utah
Council for Handicapped and Developmentally
Disabled Persons. Dr. Schwaninger-Morse
worked for the council as a planning consult
ant in 1983, when she authored a three-year
state plan. She is living in Salt Lake City.
Pamela DeWeir Slobe, '67, received a Mas
ter of Education from Valdosta State College,
Valdosta, Georgia in Dec. 1985. She is teaching
adolescents at a psychiatric and chemical depen
dency hospital. Pamela is living in Valdosta.
Dean L. Weber, '67, is beginning his 14th
year as Head Trainer at the University of
Arkansas. He is living in Fayetteville.
Betty Bryan Dove, '68, is the Sales Service
Manager of H. W. Longacre, Inc. in Lansdale,
Pa. a division of Wampler-Longacre, Inc.
based in Hinton, Va. Betty taught intermediate
school social studies for 17 years before pursu
ing her career in sales and marketing. She is
living in Lansdale.
Linda Andes-Georges, '69, is heading the
municipal recycling program in New Berlin,
Wisconsin. She is also active in the Unitarian
Church, works with the food co-op program and
enjoys playing women's soccer. Her husband,
Jean-Pierre, is still at G.E. Medical Systems.
Carolene Grossnickle Perry, '69, is serving
as president of Women of the Church at
Rivermont Presbyterian in Chattanooga. She
is living in Hixson, Tenn.

70's
Karen Wright Seifer, '70, has been teaching
for Central Texas College/overseas extension
while stationed in Guam. She is looking for
ward to a transfer to Maxwell AFB in Mont
gomery, Alabama in June.
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Webb Booker Thomas, '71, graduated in
May from V.C.U. with a master of arts degree
in Adult Education-Human Resource Devel
opment. Webb is living in Waynesboro, Va.
Dorothy Valentino Gemignani, '72, is
enjoying her new profession as the computer
programmer/analyst for Presearch, Inc. She is
living in Falls Church, Va.
J. Franklin Brugh, Jr., '72, his wife, Kathy,
and their three children, Shannon, Chris and
Ginny are living in Front Royal, Va. Franklin
is a sales representative for John G. Kolbe Co.
of Richmond, Va.
Sandra Bolton Wiltshire, '72, is teaching
second grade at Longan Elementary School in
Henrico County. She is living in Richmond, Va.
Harry C. (Chuck) Woodruff, II, '72, has
been promoted to Director of Budget for the
Fairfax County School System. He is living in
Reston, Va.
Barbara Stumpf Adams, '73, has returned
from overseas and is enjoying life in Herndon,
Va. with her husband and two sons.
Susan Hignite Barr, '73, is the Academic
Dean at Stuart Hall (a private girls' high
school) in Staunton, Va. Susan also teaches
math at Stuart Hall. She and her husband,
Dan, who is an associate professor of electrical
engineering at V.M.I., live in Fairfield, Va.

Mark Your Calendar
PARENTS DAY

Saturday, October 4

HOMECOMING

Saturday, October 25
Susan Billhimer, '73, was recently selected
as the goalkeeper for the U.S. Lacrosse Team
during the U.S. Lacrosse Trials in Fort Wash
ington, Pa., in May. Susan has received many
lacrosse honors since learning to play her
freshman year at B.C., including goalkeeper for
the first-string U.S. team in 1980, the U.S. tour
ing team that went to Australia in 1981, and the
World Cup team in 1982. Also in May, Susan
was presented the Beth Allen Award, given to a
highly skilled player who makes a positive con
tribution to team effort and also demonstrates
loyalty and sportsmanship.
Kathy Ann DeCesari, '73, is teaching phys
ical education and coaching at Kittatinny
Regional High School in Newton, N.J.
Anne Scharon Economou, '73, and Kenneth
Economou, '71, will be moving from Harri
sonburg to Charlottesville, Va. Anne has been
promoted to Senior Staff Accountant for
Smith's Transfer in Verona, Va., and Ken has
been promoted to National Accounts Sales
Manager for Crouse-Hines, a Division of
Cooper Industries. They have two children,
Tom and Kathleen.
Kenneth H. Brasfield, Jr., '74, is the Direc
tor of Pharmacy Services and Clinical Psycho
pharmacology at Charter Hills Hospital in
Greensboro, N.C. Dr. Brasfield also lives in
Greensboro.
Elena Piercy Gimbert, '74, her husband,
Tom, and their four children, Julie, IO, Scott,
8, Lora, 6 and Donna, 4, are living in Marietta,
Ga. Tom works for Contel Cellular and Elena
is a homemaker and also works with Tupper
ware Home Parties.

Thomas Robrecht, '74, received a Masters
in Public Administration at Jacksonville State
University. Jacksonville, Alabama in May
1986. He will be serving as a Brigade Chemical
Officer at Fort Sill, Okla. Tom has two children.
Lynne Nicholas Still, '74, is a microbiology
instructor in the School of Medical Technol
ogy at the University of Maryland in Baltimore.
She and her husband, Peter, have one daugh
ter, Jean, 11 months old. The Stills are living in
Pikesville, Md.
Fontaine Canada, '76, is a salesman for
Rocco Building Supplies, servicing from the
southeastern section of Virginia to Richmond.
Fontaine has been with Rocco since 1976 and,
prior to becoming a member of the sales team,
was operations manager.
Cynthia Forbes Jones, '76, is serving as
Children's Music Director for the 1986 Church
of the Brethren Annual Conference to be held
in Norfolk, Va. Cindy and Bruce Jones, '74,
live in Roanoke, Va.
Ronald W. and Elizabeth (Betsi) Marks
Lohr, both '76, are living in Earlysville, Va.,

with their young son, Lucas Cameron. Betsi
teaches third grade in Albemarle County and is
a Clinical Instructor at the University of Virgi
nia. Ron is a manager at Crutchfield Corpora
tion and is pursuing his MBA from James
Madison University.

80's
Gayle Fike Brubaker, '80, and her hus
band, Don, have completed work on their
master's degrees in music education at the
University of Illinois. They bought and remo
deled an older home last summer in Manassas,
Va. Mr. and Mrs. Brubaker both teach private
lessons in the Brubaker Studio.
Rebecca Long Jackson, '80, has been
appointed Director of Music at Grace United
Methodist Church in Manassas, Va., where
she has served as organist since 1982. She and
her husband, David, who is a systems engineer
with IBM, live in Centreville, Va.
Deanna Lynn Kramer, '81, is in her second
year of graduate studies at Frostburg (Md.)
State College, pursuing a Master of Science
degree in counseling psychology.
Kathy G. Wright, '81, is the office manager
for the law firm of Berkeley & Associates. She
is living in Richmond, Va.
Dwight Denlinger, '82, recently placed
second in the eighth annual Downtown Harri
sonburg Heart Fund Race with a time of 32:37.
Dwight lives in Dayton, Va.
Coleen Gosnell Evans, '82, graduated from
M.C.V. Medical School on May 17, 1986. In
July, she will begin a Family Practice Resid
ency at Chippenham Hospital in Richmond.
Judy Lee Jackson, '84, is working as an
Inventory Management Specialist for the
Department of Defense. Her husband, Dallas,
is also working at the center in Base Supply.
They are living in Richmond, Va.
Anthonette McDaniel, '84, was the guest
speaker for a commemorative program for
veterans of all wars on May 15 at the monu
ment in St. Matthew'sCemetery at New Market,
Va. Toni is a graduate student at JMU and is
planning to write her thesis on the history of
the New Market area.
Connie Reeves Minnick, '84, is a Systems
Programmer at James Madison University.
She is living in the Dayton area.
Wolfgang Drechsler, '85, received an M.A.
in history from the University of Virginia on
May 18, 1986, where he is a member of the
Raven Society and the Jefferson Society. In
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October, he plans to start pursuing a Ph.D. in
American Studies at Philipps University in his
home city of Marburg, West Germany. He will
also teach American History in that institution.
Sheryl Elizabeth Hutto, '85, is an Admissions
Counselor with Dominion Career Institute in
Colonial Heights, Ya. She is living in Petersburg.
Martin F. Leamy, '85, recently completed
advanced individual training at the U.S. Army
Infantry School in Fort Benning, Ga. He now
holds the ranking of Private 1st Class.
James A. Nichols, '85, joined the Navy in
October and has completed Aviation Officer
Candidate School in Pensacola, Fla. Jimmy
has been commissioned as a Navy Ensign.
While in Pensacola, he was prepared for future
duties and responsibilities as a commissioned
officer. Jimmy is now prepared to enter pri
mary flight training.
Patricia Marie Rose, '85, is teaching 9th
and 11th grade English classes at Webster
County High School in Upperglade, W.Va.
She is living in Cowen, W.Va.
Lindsay Ann McGregor, '86, performing
with "Up With People", is the director for all
the musical productions performed by the
group. She recently performed at the annual
conference of the National Society of Fund
Raising Executives in Chicago.

WEDDING BELLS

Anne E. Merkey, '77, and Chell Mitchell
were married on Jan. 5, 1985 at Fellowship of
Hope Mennonite Church in Elkhart, Ind. Mr.
and Mrs. Mitchell reside in Richmond, Va.,
where Anne is an Oncology RN and Chett is a
computer programmer.
Jay L. Kiser, '78, married Jane E. Craft on
May 18, 1985. Jay is a pharmacist at St. Mary's
Hospital in Richmond, Va.
Sigrid Grotos, '80, married Linwood
Mishler on June 19, 1982. Mr. and Mrs.
Mishler are living in Arlington, Ya., where
Sigrid is teaching first grade in the Arlington
County public schools.
Glenn Womble, '80, and Kathryn Lynn
Frasier were married on April 26, 1986 at Fox
Island (Wash.) Church. Glenn is a sales repre
sentative for Weyerhaeuser Co. and Kathryn is
an administrative assistant for R. W. Beck and
Associates in Seattle. Mr. and Mrs. Womble
are living in Seattle, Wash.
Curtis M. Arey, '82, and Terresa Lynn
Miller, '84 were married on May I0, 1986 at the
Bridgewater Church of the Brethren. Curtis is
working for Dominion Bank in Harrisonburg
and Terresa is the special projects coordinator
for HomeCare America. Mr. and Mrs. Arey
are living in Bridgewater.
Eric Blackwell, '83 and Lynda H. Johnstone,
'85, were married on April 5, 1986.
John Hunter Garber, '84, and Kelly Denise
Ross, '86 were married May 3 I, I986 in the
Blue Ridge Chapel of Waynesboro(Ya.) Church
of the Brethren.
Ronald Mitchell Dougherty, '85, and Janet
Kaye Maddox, '86, were married December
21, 1985 at Parham Road Baptist Church in
Richmond, Ya. Ron is the assistant manager
for Household Finance Corp. in Fredericks
burg. Janet is service representative for Benefi
cial Virginia Inc. in Fredericksburg. Mr. and
Mrs. Dougherty are living in King George, Va.
Darlene Hall, '85, married Charles L. Reed
on May 3 I, I985 at Grove United Methodist
Church in Radford, Va. She is working as the
Sales Assistant at the Best Western Radford
Inn. Mr. and Mrs. Reed are living in Riner, Va.
Rebekah Henshaw, '85, married Mathew
S. Brown on December 14, 1985. Mathew
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graduated from VMI in I985 and is now in
Helicopter flight school for the Air Force in Ft.
Rucker, Alabama. Mr. and Mrs. Brown are
living in Enterprise, Alabama.
Stephanie Dunn, '86, married Kenneth
Davis Patterson on April 12, 1986 at Lebanon
Church of the Brethren in Mt. Sidney, Va.
Stephanie is the secretary for B.C.'s Provost
Dale Ulrich, and Kenny works at CERRO
Metal Products in Weyers Cave. They are liv
ing in Mt. Sidney, Va.
Eugene Franklin Pence, Jr., '86, and
Michelle Earlene Harper, '87, were married on
May 24, 1986 at Otterbein United Methodist
Church in Harrisonburg. Mr. and Mrs. Pence
are living in Dayton, Va.
Sharon Sue Newcomer, '87, married Warren
C. Stiteler on May I7, I986 at Harrisonburg
Baptist Church. Sharon is working in the Bus
iness Office at B.C. and Cole is a sales repre
sentative for State Chemical Manufacturing.
Mr. and Mrs. Stiteler are living in Weyers
Cave, Va.

FUTURE EAGLES

J. B. (Butch) Marvel, '66, and Holly, a
daughter, Kelsey Ann, born January 25, 1986.
Kelsey joins two-year-old sister, Shannon, at
20 I Margaret St. in Georgetown, Del. where
her father teaches and coaches at Sussex Cen
tral High School.
Joan Gaither LaCiair, '71, and Donald, a
son, Eric Edward, born February 28, 1986.
They also have another son, Scott. Joan is
teaching vocal music part-time at Green
Mountain Union High School in Chester, Vt.
The LaClair family is living in Bellows Falls, Vt.
Jacqueline Ryder Livesay, '71, and Charles,
a daughter, Jean Elena, born September 25,
1985. Their two other daughters are Jennifer
Elizabeth, age 7, and Jacqueline Ellen, age 3.
The Livesay family is living in Jackson, Mich.
Shelley Glick Lingamfelter, '73, and Scott, a
son, John Scott, born March 24, 1986. He has
an older sister, Amy, age 3. The Lingamfelters
are stationed in Wurzburg, Germany.
Mary Hotchkiss Reynolds, '73, and Mike,
a daughter, Rebecca Kathleen, born September
30, 1985. They also have a daughter, Elizabeth,
age 7, and a son, Bradley, age 6. The Reynolds
family moved to Lisle, Ill. (a Chicago suburb)
in December, 1985, where Mike is a regional
sales manager for National Accounts with
Anheuser-Busch, Inc. Mary Ann is currently
busy being a full-time mother.
Janice Veach Siegel, '73, and Dale, a
daughter, Megan Elizabeth, born June 5, 1985.
The Siegels have a son, Jeremy, and are living
in Cheverly, Md.
Robin Vogel Vaughan, '73, and Alexander,
a son, Alexander B. Vaughan IV, born April
I, 1986. The Vaughans are living in Harring
ton, Del.
John Allen Layman, '74, and Ann, a
daughter, Mary Ann, born January 9, 1986.
They also have a son, John Allen Jr., who will
be three on August 13. The Laymans are living
in Daleville, Va.
Leanna Appl Whitmore, '74, and Lacy, a
daughter, Anne Cristin, born March 26, 1986.
The Whitmore family is living in Charlottes
ville, Va.
Kathy Staudt Keeler, '77, and Joseph, a
son, Joseph Thomas, III, born March IO,
1986. Kathy was the Account Manager of the
Year for 1985 for the Virginia District with
Xerox Corp. She sells business systems pro
ducts to the major accounts in Roanoke,
Lynchburg and Blacksburg. The Keelers reside
in Roanoke, Va.

Richard L. Binns, '78, and Judy Byrd
Binns, '79, a daughter, Emily Anne, born
August 7, 1985. Emily's older brother, David
Lawrence, is 2 years old. Richard is a fourth
year General Surgery Resident at U.Ya. Medi
cal Center. Dr. and Mrs. Binns are living in
Charlottesville, Va.
Bruce Hollenberg, '78, and Julie Groff
Hollenberg, '81, a son, Nathan Paul, born May
22, I986. They also have another son, Adam
John, age 2½. The Hollenbergs are living in
Harrisonburg, Va.
Cathy Simmons Huffman, '78, and Bruce,
a son, Charles Edward, born April 23, 1986.
The Huffmans are living in Tipp City, Ohio.
Linda Welty Wood, '78, and Delmas, a
daughter, Elizabeth Joan, born September 8,
1984. The Wood family, including their older
daughter Rebekah, are living in Westminster, Md.
James L. Bibb, '79, married Terri Norcross
on June 30, 1984. They have a daughter, Elizabeth
Ann, who was one year old on April 26, 1986.
The Bibbs are living in Charlottesville, Va.
Michael L. Bowman, '79, and S. Jill Johnson
Bowman, '81, a son, Brandon Christopher,
born October 26, 1985. Mike is employed with
the Department of Energy for the State of
Maryland. Jill resigned her medical office
assistant position to be a full-time mom. The
family resides in Severna Park, Md.

Former Stage Band members inter
ested in forming an Alumni Band for
Homecoming '86 (October 25), please
contact Dr. Tom Thornley in the
B.C. Music Department.

Beverly Smith Butterfield, '79, and Wayne, a
son, Evan Daniel, born March IO, 1986. Beverly
is Co-Extension Home Economist for Shenan
doah County and Wayne is a pilot for Smith
Transfer Company. They also have a three
year-old daughter, Katie. The Butterfields live
in New Market, Va.
Stephen R. Crichton, '79, and Jennifer
Ernst Crichton, '80, a daughter, Jacquelyn
Elizabeth, born July 28, 1985. Steve is an
Assistant Vice President and Branch Manager
of National Bank of Washington, Lafayette
Square Office in D.C. and Jennifer is the Data
Entry Supervisor for McDonalds Regional
Accounting Center in Fairfax. The Crichtons
live in Centreville, Va.
Michael W. Church, '79, and Audrey
Puckett Church, '80, a son, Samuel Michael,
born May 27, 1986. The Church family is living
in Keysville, Ya.
Sue Detwiler Pankey, '79, and Jerry, a son,
Jonathan Glenn, born February 3, 1986. The
Pankey family is living in Manassas, Va.
C. Anthony Stovall, '79 and Dwynn Moyers
Stovall, '80, a daughter Elizabeth Ann, born
January 28, I986. The Stovalls are living in
Bridgewater, Ya.
Robert Brockman, '80, and Kris, a son,
William Burras, born March 11, 1986. The
Brockmans are living in Staunton, Va.
Michael I. Whedbee, '8 I, and Lisa, a
daughter, Amanda Bradford, born November
15, 1985. Michael is the Office Credit Manager
for Lowe's in Greenville, Tenn. Michael and
Lisa also live in Greenville.
John A. Shakespeare, '82, and Tracy
Middleton Shakespeare, '8 I, a son, Nathan
Arden, born November 20, 1985. John is cur-
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rently serving on the USS Hermitage, LSD-34
as the Main Propulsion Assistant. Lt. jg and
Mrs. Shakespeare reside in Virginia Beach, Va.
Donna Taylor Gaver, '84, and Mark, a
daughter, Jaclyn Marie, born April 18, 1986.
The Gaver family is living in Jefferson, Md.

MEMORIALS

Lillye Kaylor Monger,'13, May I0, I986, at
Camelot Hall Nursing Home in Harrisonburg,
Ya. She was a member of Asbury United Meth
odist Church and the church's Gifford-Sumption
Sunday School class. She is survived by three
daughters, Anita Crawford of Frederick, Md.,
Dr. Unity Powell of Coviniton and Margaret
"Peggy Sue" Miller of Deland, Fla.; two sons,
William K. Monger, '38, and John Henry
Monger, both of Harrisonburg; three sisters,
Ivy Peters of Richmond, Pansye Phillips of
Amherst and Violet Kaylor of Harrisonburg; I5
grandchildren and 13 great-grandchildren.
Etta Mildred Bowman,' 19, May 31, I986,
in Bridgewater. Miss Bowman also attended
Madison College (now J MU) and Bethany
Biblical Seminary in Chicago. She had taught
at the former Pleasant Hill School for some 40
years and at Simms School. She was a member
of the Dayton Church of the Brethren, where
she was a former music director and choir
member. She also had been a director for the
church's District Children's Work. Miss
Bowman also was a member of the Dayton
Home Extension Club and the Southwest
Senior Citizens Club.
Surviving are a sister, Effie Bowman
Coffman, and a brother, Everette N. Bowman,
both of Harrisonburg.
Maude Lee Thomas, '20, Feb. 26, 1986 at
Camelot Hall Nursing Home. She had worked
for Joseph Neys in Harrionburg, Va. more
than 40 years. She was a member of First
Church of the Brethren in Harrisonburg and
the church's adult Bible class. She is survived
by a double niece, Ellen Lee Oliver, who cared
for her.
Homer C. Will, '20, January I8, I986 in
Sebring, Fla. Dr. Will had taught biology in
West Virginia high schools and at Juniata (Pa)
College. Dr. Will was retired and had lived at
Sebring I6 years.
Survivors include his wife, Ethel Fay Will
of Sebring; two brothers, the Rev. Harper S.
Will, '23, of North Manchester, Ind. and Harry
E. Will, '31, of Florida; and two sisters, Dessie
W. McCartum and Lena Will, '34, both of
Tampa, Fla.
Bertha Fike Whitacre, '21, March 21,
I986, at Brethren Village at Neffsville, Pa.,
where she had lived since 1975. She was
active in the Women's Fellowship of the
churches and she and her husband, the late
Rev. Joseph E. Whitacre, served in Pa., Ind.,
W.Va., Va. and Md.
She is survived by eight daughters, Lois
Clark of North Liberty, Ind., Naomi Waggy of
Milford, Ind., Olive Peters of East Petersburg,
Pa., Wilda Rohrer of New Windsor, Md.,
Grace Davis of Salunga, Pa., Jo Ann Rhodes
of Bridgewater, Joyce Bohn of Lancaster, Pa.,
and Carol Baker of Charlotte, Mich.; a sister,
Loretta Diehl of Lancaster; a brother, Olonzo
P. Fike of Sykesville, Md.; 22 grandchildren;
and nine great-grandchildren.
Stelman W. Harper, '22, was a victim of the
November flood that hit in Parsons, W.Va. He
passed away on Nov. 4, I985.
Willard H. Humbert, '24, April 5, 1986 at
Manor Care Nursing Home in Arlington, Ya.
Mr. Humbert was a retired field director for the
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American Red Cross and also had taught at
Hollins College and at the University of Delaware.
He was a member of the New York Avenue
Presbyterian Church in Washington, D.C.
He is survived by a brother, R. Lee Humbert
'22, of Blacksburg, and a sister, Frances Snyder,
'26, of Arlington.
Jacob Parker Flora, '24, March 9, 1986, of
Glade Hill, Va. In his early years, he was a
school teacher. He was a career statistician
with the Virginia Crop Reporting Service in
Richmond for 35 years before his retirement.
He was a lifelong member of the Church of the
Brethren and a former Church School superin
tendent and trustee. He was a participant for
many years with the Fellowship of Reconcilia
tion and the School of Living.
He is survived by his wife, Ora M. Flora,
'24; one daughter, Barbara Mae Flora, Lynch
burg; two sons, Robert M. Flora, '60, Belle
mead, N.J.; and Earle P. Flora, '67, Glade Hill;
two sisters, Gladys Green, '24, Boones Mill;
and Martha Lilly, '26, Roanoke; one brother,
B. Ralph Flora, '28, Calloway; and six
grandchildren.
Alvin T. Kline, Sr., '25, March I5, 1986, at
Prince William Hospital in Manassas, Va.
Mr. Kline was a member of Manassas
Church of the Brethren and a charter member
of the barbershop chorus "Bull Run Truba
dours." He was an agriculture teacher at
Bridgewater High School 1937-55 and taught
in Prince William County schools 1955-70
before retiring.
He is survived by his wife, Edna Miller
Kline, '26; three sons, Alvin Kline, Jr., '57, of
Richmond, Paul Kline, '53, art professor at
B.C., and John Kline, '59, of Amissville; two
daughters, Mary Elizabeth Kline of Manassas
and Joann Mower of Woodbridge; seven broth
ers, Wilmer, '23, Orrin, Everett and Paul Kline,
all of Manassas, John M. Kline, '27, of Mt.
Crawford and Claron Kline, '34, of Mathews;
12 grandchildren; and two great-grandchildren.
Olive Miller Grove, '26, March 21, 1986, in
Waynesboro Community Hospital. Mrs. Grove
was a former teacher in the Waynesboro public
schools. Survivors include a son, Samuel E.
Grove of Waynesboro; a sister, Reba M.
Hillyard, '26 of B r o a d w a y ; a n d o n e
granddaughter.
Elizabeth Thomasson Kline, '28, Feb. 7,
1986 at Camelot Hall Nursing Home in Harri
sonburg, Ya. Mrs. Kline taught school in
Prince William County School system for 35
years. She was a member of the Mt. Pleasant
Church of the Brethren.
She is survived by her husband, Leslie
Raymond Kline; a son, William T. Kline, '60,
of Petersburg, W.Va.; two sisters, Claudia
Compton, '37, and Agnes Huffman, both of
Manassas; and two grandchildren.
Mabel Showalter Driver, '29, March 11,
1986, at Rockingham Memorial Hospital. She
was a member of Pleasant Valley Church of
the Brethren, where she was a member of the
Adult 5 Sunday School Class and served as
church pianist. She was also a member of the
Weyers Cave Home Extension Club and the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union.
She is survived by her husband, Harry A.
Driver, a trustee at Bridgewater College; a son,
Donald J. Driver of Weyers Cave; a daughter,
Dorothy Wright of Weyers Cave; five grand
children; and one great-grandchild.
Wilbur Samuel Pence, '29, died February 4
at his home in Dayton, Va. A former superin
tendent of Rockingham County schools, he
had retired in 1971 after 21 years in that posi
tion. Under his guidance, the school system

became consolidated and racially integrated,
and IO schools were opened.
Wilbur held a master's degree from Colum
bia University and did further graduate work
at the University of Virginia. He was a member
and trustee of the Dayton United Methodist
Church, where he served on a number of com
mittees, including the building committee for a
new church. He also was a member of the
Harrisonburg Rotary Club and the Dayton
Ruritan Club.
He is survived by his wife, the former
Dorothy Hamilton, and two children, John
Charles Pence of Winchester and Betty Jane
Pence of Burke, as well as two·sisters, Bertha
Pence Showalter,'21, and Esther Pence Garber,
'3 I, both of Bridgewater, Va.
Pearle Miller MacPhail, '31, April I0, 1986
at Bridgewater Home. She is survived by a son,
Ralph C. MacPhail, Jr., '65, Associate Profes
sor of Drama, Speech & English at B.C.; a
daughter, Susan M. Sprague of Luray; two
brothers, Norlyn D. Miller of Silver Spring
Md., and Lewis V. Miller of High Point, N.C.;
two sisters, Mary Elizabeth Davis of St. Cloud,
Fla., and Ruth Miller Nininger, '30, of Salem;
and two grandchildren.
Virginia Wakeman Borden, '36, March 3,
1986, of Fishers Hill, Va.
Richard F. Calhoun, '39, March 5, 1986, of
Moorefield, W.Va.
Andrew David Fitzwater, '43, May 14,
1986 at Rockingham Memorial Hospital where
he had been executive housekeeper for 15
years. He also had been a manager at Rock
ingham Poultry Marketing Cooperative 29
years and had been a manager at Blue Ridge
Poultry Co. He was a member of Timberville
Church of the Brethren, where he was a life
deacon, former chairman of the board and
former member of the church finance commit
tee. Mr. Fitzwater also attended the University
of Georgia and the University of Michigan.
He was a past president of the Broadway
Timberville Ruritan Club and the local chapter
of the National Executive Housekeepers Associ
ation. Mr. Fitzwater was a member of the Tim
berville Business Men's Prayer Breakfast and
had been active in the Boy Scouts many years.
He is survived by his wife, Ruth Finks
Fitzwater, '43, and a daughter, Sarah Hooke
of Burke, Ya.
Lucielle Shober Johnson, '44, May 18,
1986, at Lewis-Gale Hospital, Roanoke, Ya.
She is survived by E. Reiman Shober, Jr., '55,
Monroe, Va., and Robert Nelson Shober of
Roanoke, three grandchildren and one great
grandchild.
Earl Kruger Kirby, Jr., '51, January 30,
1986 at Waynesboro Community Hospital. He
served in the Army in Korea where he received
a battlefield commission and was discharged
as a second lieutenant. He was a member of
Central United Methodist Church.
Earl is survived by his mother, Edna
Bosserman Kirby, his wife, Lucie (Acord)
Ludwig Kirby; a son, Earl K. Kirby, Ill of
Staunton; three stepchildren, Graham G.
Ludwig, Jr. of Big Stone Gap, Jacquelyn
Ludwig Speck of Waynesboro and Lucie Lloyd
Ludwig Jeffreys of Fraziers Bottom, W.Va.; a
brother, Francis E. Kirby of Staunton, and
two granddaughters.
Patricia Rittenhouse Wine, '51, July 7, 1985
after a four-year battle against Pancreatic
Cancer. She had been a head-start teacher for
17 years. She is survived by her husband, Joe
A. Wine, '50, of Blythe, Calif.
Raymond H. Simmons, Jr., '64, of Harri
sonburg, Ya.
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This print of" The Old Campus," presented to Delegate Paul Cline by sophomore Reed Franklin, president
of the Young Democrats' Club, will hang in Cline's Richmond legislative office. Dr. Geisen and Cline's
administrative assistant Linda Needham look on.

'" . . . And Thanks!!!
Congratu Iat1ons
. ...

Congratulations to all of you who are involved in the
Bridgewater College Alumni Association. This past year,
you folks were responsible for alumni floats in the Home
coming parade and special events during Homecoming and
Alumni Weekend. You made outstanding selections from
among Bridgewater students to receive the two alumni scho
larships and the Citizenship Award, and you can also be
proud of your choices for this year's Distinguished and
Young Alumnus Awards.
Three cheers to all who helped with this year's Business

Alumni Association
Officers and Board Members
Allen F. Schwender. '75. President
Mense! D. Dean, Jr.. '67, President-Elect
Robert R. Newlen. '75. Secretary
James E. Upperman. '68, Past President
Richard H. Beech. '80
Richard A. Claybrook. Jr.. '74
John R. Garber. '59
Donald L. Glick. '49
Judy N. Henneberger. '64
Lawrence M. Johnson. '75
Garland R. Life. '64
Bonnie F. Rhodes. '62
Ina M. Shank. '48
Marion "Bo" Trumbo. ·74
M. Guy West. '26
Carlyle Whitelow, '59

Campaign and Phonathon�two very successful fund-raising
endeavors that netted the College approximately $170,000.
We are grateful also to the many Class Agents who we
listed in the October issue and to the committee members
and chairpersons who will be part of the upcoming Presi
dent's Report.
Volunteers play such a vital role in the continuing success
of the College and add so much to the life of Bridgewater.
Again, many thanks and congratulations on another terrific
year.

Business and Professional Volunteers
James B. Richardson. Jr.. Chairman
Wayne Alley
Marlin P. Alt. '54
H. Robert Bates. '85
Carolyn W. Bowen
J. Robert Branner. '64
Sherrill Bryant
Earl Budd
Charles Clatterbuck
Donald C. Clatterbuck
Richard A. Claybrook. Jr.. '74
William H. Coffman
Mense! D. Dean. Jr.. '67
Ronald R. Diehl
James H. Gangwer
Gregory W. Geisert, '72
Donald L. Glick. '49
Ray E. Glick. '56

Carson C. Good. '64
James L. Grove
Stevan A. Hall. '7J
Gertrude K. Hammer. '52
Joseph S. Harter. '68
Allan S. Harvey. Jr.. '50
Lawrence E. Herstam
Shirley S. Holsinger
Kenneth W. Huffman. '6 I
W. Lee Huffman. '79
Robert D. Hutchinson. '54
Ronald I. Hylton. '64
Michael A. Kidd. '77
Lois Lam
Daniel B. Martin. '80
Margie Y. Metzger
Lowell A. Miller. '40
Donald R. Myers. '65

Roger S. Myers
Larry Packett
Daniel T. Payne
Richard E. Phillips. '63
William H. Ralston. Jr.. '63
Robert G. Reeves. '52
Jack D. Reich
Teresa Reid
Grant Richardson
Charles Ruscher. '78
Carroll L. Sacra. '59
Brenda Sayre
Charles H. Scott. '66
T. Harris Shomo. Jr.
James G. Sprinkel
C. Douglas Wine
Edward M. Young. '65

Phonathon Volunteers
Students

Paul Bohli
Anita Bush
Carolyn Causey
Jack Clarkson
Jeffrey Colvin
Caroline Connolly
Jeanne Dia
Sabrina Dolly
Connie Glembot
Shelia Grant
Gregory Gum
Rhonda Hatter

Rebecca Hutchison
Lee Ann Keck
Shelly King
Carla Lease
Frankie Lezotte
Elisabeth Mills
Leslie Mohler
Diane Monaghan
Lori Painter
Denise Price
Kathy Quesenberry
Mai Ryder
Statia Sell

Connie Shenk
Susan Shober
Sara Stump
Alana Tyndall
Robin Weatherholtz
Andrew Zabka
Alumni

Raymond N. Andes. '40
H. Robert Bates. '85
Robert I. Campbell. '40
Richard A. Claybrook. Jr.. '74
A. Olivia Cool. '27

Marie M. Flory. '46
Donald L. Glick. '49
Ray E. Glick. '56
J. Emmert Ikenberry. '28
Lucretia M. Lane. '66
Jonathan D. Lyle. '79
Stephen 0. Mason. '74
Jewel M. Myers. '60
Gladys A. Remnant. '81
M. Guy West, '26
Naomi M. West, '29

Faculty and Staff

Bobbi Aponte, '85
Brydon M. DeWitt. '65
Wendell P. Flory. '40
Alice H. MacPhail. '64
E. Dustyn Miller. '77
Leone C. Mumper
Larry C. Seilhamer. '64
Sandra H. Shiflet
Grace F. Steinberg
J. Robert Strickler. '66
William R. Swecker
Kristin E. Whitehurst. '81

Back Co,•er: I.aura Faye Ne,.-lon, Diane Krahe, Kath:- Murray, Stephanie Dunn Patterson.

BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE
Bridgewater, Virginia 22812

Bridgewater College seeks to enroll qualified students
regardless of sex, race, creed, handicap, or
national or ethnic origin; and further, it does not
discriminate on the basis of sex, race, color, creed,
handicap, or national or ethnic origin in the
administration of its educational policies, employment
practices, admissions policies, scholarship and loan
programs, and athletic and other college administered
programs and activities.
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